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BRIEFLY
Rotary Book Fair
Te Awamutu Rotary Club is
opening the postponed Book
Fair from tomorrow — with
rules in place to adhere to the
Covid-19 Protection
Framework.
The fair is at 38 Churchill St
and is open daily until
Wednesday, December 15
from 9am until 5pm. See ad P4
for details.
Stage 2 of the sale will
commence with re-opening in
the New Year if needed.

Christmas Lights
In today’s lift-out Christmas
Feature we highlight the Te
Awamutu & Surrounds
Christmas Light Trail.
There is a great turn-out — but
missing after many years is the
Balks’ family major display in
Mahoe St.
The work has grown to be too
much for the family, so with
regret they have turned off the
switch for good and put their
amazing collection of lights
and display material up for
sale.
The community thanks the
Balks family for helping make
Christmas in Te Awamutu so
wonderful for so many years.

Community Tree
Te Awamutu Community
Christmas Tree in the Rose
Gardens is once again lit-up,
despite Covid impact
difficulties.
Organiser Dean Taylor thanks
Te Awamutu Rose Trust and
all past sponsors and
supporters, and especially
Contact Electrical for
ongoing maintenance
and this year repairing
the fountain lights.

Kirstie McGrail 027 270 3175
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed REAA2008

Giving blood the
simple way to help
You may save lives
by donating your
blood or plasma
Dean Taylor

A

week ago today, I reached
a milestone in my life as a
blood donor — my 200th
donation.
As a regular donor of over 45 years,
I can say giving blood is one of the
simplest ways for most people to help
their fellow man.
My experiences started at Te Awamutu College in 1974 and were purely
selfish. Back then it got you time off
school.
But it became a habit to front up
and donate, and about 15 years ago
I was accepted as a plasma donor so
I can now visit the NZ Blood Waikato
Centre in Hamilton several times a
year to donate.
I am proud to be in a position to
do this, and while there is ample
reward in the simple act of being
healthy enough to continue donating
blood — milestones are also part of
what drives me.
As I was writing near the time of
my 100th donation, about 12 years
ago, the Waikato region required 500
donations a week to keep up with
demand.
That figure has now almost
doubled, to 847 donations each week
— a mixture of 565 whole blood
donations, 274 plasma donations and
eight platelet donations.
The number of active Waikato
donors is 21,564 (18,427 whole blood,
3069 plasma, 68 platelet).
Milestone donors generally contribute to the success of reaching the
weekly targets, especially for plasma
and platelets, as these donations can
be made more often than whole
blood donations.
In my case I try to schedule
donations well in advance and stick
to the schedule unless interrupted by
ill health or some unforeseen circum-

Te Awamutu Courier editor Dean Taylor completing his 200th blood donation at the Blood Service Hamilton Donor
Centre on Thursday.
Photo / Dean Taylor-NZBS

stance. It helps me keep motivated
to make the effort.
Statistically Waikato’s plasma
donors need to donate about five
times a year to maintain the target
— but I try to do double that, or more
when I can.
Platelet donors have to maintain
an average of over six donations a
year, while for whole blood it is under
two donations a year.
Each whole blood donation helps
save the life of up to three people.
You can also help provide an extra

life-saving resource in just 60 to 90
minutes every few weeks by becoming either a plasma donor or platelet
donor.
Plasma is used to treat chemotherapy and kidney patients, people
who have lost a lot of blood and burn
victims.
Platelets are tiny cell fragments
that help form blood clots and reduce
blood loss when you are injured.
If a blood vessel is damaged, the
role of the platelets is to clump
together to block the leak in the blood

vessel and stop the bleeding.
To become a plasma or platelet
donor, you must first become a whole
blood donor to check your eligibility.
I can say that while the collection
of plasma and platelets is more timeconsuming, it is a simple process
whereby a machine takes control of
the process while you enjoy a coffee
and a read, or friendly chat with your
neighbouring donor.
continued on A5

$13,909
EXCL GST*

• Tough rugged
styling and steel
tipper deck
• 3.6m turning radius
• The “Bigfoot”
advantage, higher
ground clearance

YOUR LOCAL FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP – SUZUKI, KAWASAKI &
BETA - WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS
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Te Awamutu Rod & Custom Club members are regular supporters of the Te Awamutu Christmas Float Parade.

Photo / Dean Taylor

Covid friendly Santa cruise
Rod and custom club
rolls out event again

T

e Awamutu Rod & Custom Club has
been a long-term supporter of the
annual Te Awamutu Christmas Float
parade, so with this year’s event cancelled they have come to the rescue with a new
event.
Utilising the club’s Covid Response approved
Great Te Awamutu Rolling Rod Run, the club
is bringing Te Awamutu and Kihikihi the Te
Awamutu Santa Cruise next Tuesday evening.

POOL

COVER

The Great Te Awamutu Rolling Rod Run is
the brainchild of Te Awamutu Courier editor and
Rod & Custom Club vice president Dean Taylor.
It was first rolled out in 2020 after being
approved by the Government’s Covid Response
team as a way of bringing a hot rod show to
the public in a way that was safe.
The idea is to cover as many streets as
possible so families can’t walk a block or two
to view the run, and maintain social distancing
and stay within their bubbles if they choose.
It was run again in a shortened form this year
and is now being utilised for the Santa Cruise.
Santa Claus himself has jumped at the
chance to cruise the streets of Te Awamutu and
Kihikihi and looks forward to seeing all the good

children of the district.
The cruise gets under way from the club’s
Albert Park Drive clubrooms at 7pm, Tuesday,
December 14 and is expected to take about an
hour.
The route is: Ohaupo Rd, Racecourse Rd,
Mahoe St, Arawata St, Alexandra St, Pakura St,
Rewi St, Alexandra St, Bank St, Puniu Rd,
Fairview Rd, Teasdale St, Vaile St, Sloane St,
Carlton St, Raikes Ave, Swarbrick Drive,
Highfield Country Estate Retirement Village,
Swarbrick Drive, Raikes Ave, Hazlemere Cres
loop, Mandeno St, Kihikihi Rd to Kihikihi, Lyon
St, Whitmore St, Oliver St, Herbert St, Whitaker
St, Rolleston St, Flat Rd, Golf Rd, Cambridge Rd,
Arawata St.

Phone: 06 357 3619 Mob: 027 269 4277 Email: margaretjjones13@yahoo.com

2022 SOUTH ISLAND TOURS

20 DAYS – 20 March 2022 COST $4,380
19 DAYS – 7 November 2022 COST $4,450*
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We value wai in the Waikato

*$165pp FAREWELL SPIT TOUR INCLUDED IN COST
INCLUDES BREAKFASTS & DINNERS

2022 BAY OF ISLANDS TOUR

28 April
2022 COST $3,700
14 DAYS –INCLUDES
BREAKFASTS & DINNERS
Check us out on
Facebook!

For more Smart Water tips
visit smartwater.org.nz

Cost of tour based on twin share.

For an itinerary please ring MARGARET

www.margaretsgoldentours.com
Enquiries any time: TOLL FREE 0800 77 00 70

download our
app to win!

get your
pool ready
for summer!

Poolwerx have been the leaders in pool and spa care in
the Waikato for 15 years. Our pool experts are always
on hand with friendly, professional advice on how to
keep your pool healthy and sparkling this summer.
Our stores, located in both Hamilton and Cambridge,
stock a complete range of pool and spa chemicals,
equipment, parts and accessories.
Shop with us this summer, support local and win!
www.poolwerx.co.nz 07 827 8600

Join the Poolwerx Waikato Loyalty Club
to earn rewards, enjoy special member
discounts and WIN prizes via the app.
Every $50 spent puts you in the draw
to win a $2779 Aquawize Robotic Pool
Cleaner plus a range of weekly prizes.
T&C apply.
T&Cs
Scan the code,
download our
app & enter.
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Leadlight window and some of the glass collection, including pieces purchased from Ohaupo Antiques, in Stephen
Clark’s Pirongia home.
Photos / Supplied

Used and antiques
ultimate recyclables
Shopping for antiques and collectables made easier
Dean Taylor

O

haupo Antiques owner
Jane Daly is full of praise for
Waipā District Council and
the initiative to launch the
Waipa Collectors Anonymous shopping guide.
She and husband Emanuel Hurley
established the business in the main
street of Ōhaupō 18 years ago.
“We have a passion for all things
old and interesting,” says Jane.
That doesn’t include just the items
in the store either. The couple were
drawn to the iconic building, which
they restored, and they prepare all
the items ready for sale.
Jane says it is a skill they take pride
in, knowing how far to go with restoration or repair to maintain the
integrity of the item.
While antiques and collecting are
in the blood, the couple didn’t
imagine they would be able to transfer that into their own business.
They had undertaken some training while living in England, so had the
experience, and then the opportunity
arose and they took it.
Ohaupo Antiques is open from
Wednesday to Sunday — and deal
from only the store.
“Our point of difference is the
quality of the items and our own love
of all things old and beautiful —
especially collectables and mechanical items,” says Jane.
“It gives our store a broad appeal.
They specialise in miniature sewing machines, have a great range of
lighting, which is right on trend at
present, and a corner devoted to the
history of Ōhaupō village.

Ohaupo Antiques regular Stephen Clark, of Pirongia, checks out some of the
recently added items for sale in store.
Photo / Dean Taylor

French court cupboard purchased
from Ohaupo Antiques in Stephen
Clark’s Pirongia home. Photos / Supplied

Court cupboard with leadlighting as
it was displayed in Ohaupo Antiques
before Stephen Clark purchased it.

For this writer, the small, but excellent, collection of vinyl LP records
is appealing.
“It really is the ultimate in
recycling,” says Jane.
One of the best customers is
Pirongia man Stephen Clark.
He has furnished and decorated
his home with antiques and
collectables, displaying his passion
for the old and interesting.
The style also suits the house, built
by the previous owner using all
recycled materials bought from vari-

ous places like demolition yards —
right down to the windows.
“He made an incredible job,” says
Stephen.
But it isn’t all about the looks for
Stephen.
The former fencing contractor is
about function as well, and says often
something that is old, and beautiful,
also works as well, if not better, than
something new.
“When I was contracting I scoured
second-hand shops for quality
spades,” he says.

“I would test the blade, and the
right ones were fitted with new long
handles and we used them on the
job.”
The same still applies to many
items.
In his home, furniture is both decorative and used, as are other items
such as tools, gardening implements
and kitchen utensils.
“A good example is my metal
bucket,” says Stephen.
“It is a great-looking item, but
whenever I need a bucket, I use the
metal one.
“I don’t have any plastic buckets,
which always eventually let you
down, break and end up in the
landfill.”
Stephen admits he has always
been a collector, starting from when
he used to dig up bottles and other
interesting items as a fencer; so when
he finds a store he likes, he calls in
often.
“What I like about Ohaupo
Antiques is the quality of the items
for sale and the knowledge Jane and
Emanuel bring to the business.
Stephen also likes to share his
passion.
“Sometimes, if friends or family are
at home looking at my ‘things’ and
show a genuine love for something,

I will give it to them.”
Jane has noticed more young
people getting interested in antiques
and collectables, especially usable
items.
“I don’t think they want to see
everything going to landfill,” she says.
“Then they discover there is something special about having those
beautiful items — like bringing out the
old dinner set for Christmas.”
Ohaupo Antiques is one of over 25
vintage, retro, antique, pre-loved, industrial, mid-century, second-hand
and charity stores in the Collectors
Anonymous booklet.
Waipā District Council waste minimisation officer Sally Fraser says the
booklet was produced in time for
Christmas as a way to promote
sustainable shopping.
“And we are also promoting the
markets that sell those berries for our
pavs and places we can share excess
food.”

i

Collectors Anonymous Waipa
is in all the op shops, preloved, second-hand shops
and all the zero-waste stores
that feature in the booklet or
download a PDF from www.
waipadc.govt.nz/zero-waste

Pre-plan for your funeral
Plan your funeral and lessen the responsibilities for your family at a difficult time.
With pre-planning, families ﬁnd comfort in knowing that the funeral reﬂects what their loved one wanted.
Make your funeral preferences clear by requesting a copy of our Pre-Arrangement Form to complete.
Rosetown Funeral Home proudly serves the people of Te Awamutu, Ōtorohanga and the surrounding areas.

07 870 2137

262 Ohaupo Road,
Te Awamutu
office@rosetown.co.nz
www.rosetown.co.nz

Jim Goddin - Helen Carter - William Johnston - Jan Howie - David Espin
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■ LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Say no to pensioner housing
subsidy
Why do some people think the world
owes them a living?
I hear a call for our council to
increase the rental subsidy for
pensioner housing. It is a continuing
mystery to me why ratepayers have
to support pensioner housing.
Ratepayers, ordinary hardworking
middle-income Kiwis, are also the
majority of taxpayers in this country.

retirement expectations.
Pensioner housing should not be
an entitlement of right.
Those that are society’s vulnerable
and truly deserving are the
handicapped and disabled, of which
some may be elderly.
They are there through no fault of
their own. They are the yardstick by
which I judge my humanity.
Pensioner housing should not be
a local government responsibility.

Pensioner housing should not be an entitlement of right but reserved for
society’s vulnerable and truly deserving, such as handicapped and disabled
people, a letter writer says.

We have to carry a significant
burden of providing local and central
government funding needs. Why do
we accept ongoing, debilitating
entitlement at both ends of the
population demographic?
Children raised by welfare and
now a pensioner call for increased
subsidies.
If some people, during their
passage through life, choose not to
work, not save, smoke, not study,
drink, take drugs, be promiscuous,
make wrong choices, it beggars belief
that I should be burdened with their

Call your local Member of
Parliament.
Maybe you can convince them to
help in allocating you a state house.
However once again, the hardworking taxpayers will pay for it.
Tony McKenna

Risking ratepayer money

It has come to my attention that the
Karāpiro property at 859
Maungatautari Rd was purchased by
a loan.
A loan that is none other than an
internal loan being charged interest

on. Why be charged interest when,
theoretically, playing with internal
money that again in theory should be
there?
A loan that more than likely has
diverted funds from infrastructure
reserves, that is likely to place our
infrastructure at greater risk, with
very few contingencies in place to
protect ratepayers.
Where is the common sense,
clarity and logic?
Clearly our councillors have
allowed this travesty to proceed,
ultimately placing the health and
well-being of its ratepayers at risk by
diverting funds away from
infrastructure needing to be
maintained, upgraded, or replaced.
The question is how far was
Council prepared to gamble our
livelihoods away, and fundamentally
at what cost, what was their limit —
was it limitless, who would know?
It’s no wonder the likes of
Memorial Park, and previously the Te
Awamutu Rotunda sit dilapidated for
as long as they do, as it is likely their
funds were/ are frivolously spent
elsewhere on items not included in
the Long-Term or 10-Year Plan.
These are items, ratepayers have
paid to have maintained, including
our core infrastructure, yet it remains
as it is, as funds are in my opinion
forcibly diverted from its allocation
to pay for whimsical notions of
absurdity by those we entrust.
It is time for Council be held
accountable for its actions.
Hayden Woods
Response from Waipā District
Council: Mr Woods has arrived at
conclusions here that are not correct.
Council uses internal borrowing to
delay and limit the need for external
borrowing and therefore to avoid
unnecessary cost for the ratepayer.
Our use of internal borrowing does
not divert funds from infrastructure
reserves or place infrastructure at
risk. It does not divert funds away

from infrastructure investment or put
the health and wellbeing of our
ratepayers at risk as Mr Woods
imagines.
Mr Woods would do well to read
Council’s annual report and note the
actual level of Council’s investment
in infrastructure. For the past two
years our investment in network
services infrastructure has been
nearly three-and-a-half times the
depreciation on that same
infrastructure, and for the two years
prior to that it was close to double
the level of depreciation.
Waipā District Council is a council
that invests in its infrastructure.
Ken Morris
Deputy CE/CFO
Waipā District Council

Councillor behaves badly

Regarding my observations of the
Zoom meeting of Waipā District
Council Audit and Finance
Committee’s Meeting on November
30: As a long-time resident of the
district I write with concern.
It’s regarding, in my opinion, the
unwarranted behaviour of a
councillor.
A senior council staff member,
after having presented a quarterly
year report, was questioned and
falsely ridiculed in my opinion by a
councillor, not only in front of his
work colleagues, but also into the
public arena, regarding the progress
of the highly contentious, ever cost
increasing, Te Awamutu-Pirongia
Cycleway that I believe will only
serve a minor few.
Before the staff member could
respond to the false accusations a
fellow co-worker intervened,
admitting fault and responsibility for
the report.
In my opinion this was a
disgraceful unprofessional display by
a councillor, who needs to be
reminded of the Code of Conduct.
It also raises question as to the
whereabouts of the chairperson, or

do they condone such
unprofessional behaviour?
“You don’t lead by hitting people
over the head — that’s assault, not
leadership” — Dwight Eisenhower.
Joy McGregor

Three Waters waste

I was absolutely appalled to read that
$15,000 of ratepayers’ funds were to
be wasted on a campaign to fight the
introduction of the Three Waters
Reform mandate.
Regardless of political allegiances
this frivolous waste of ratepayers’
funds is a blatant political end game
that will, to all intents and purposes,
bring absolutely no change, but a big
hole in the Waipā District Council
funds that should be available for
community spending; and not for a
political fury directed at the
government.
Councils have representation
through their consolidated partners
of all other councils in New Zealand;
and that is where the lobbying of
Government should be coming from!
I have moved to Kihikihi in recent
time and this township is crying out
for playgrounds, safe roadways and
parking for school children, skate
parks and extended cycle ways to
name a few.
That $15,000 would have gone a
long way to put some community
benefit, or planning expenditure, for
these types of projects rather than a
waste of money going into some
anonymous lobbyist based in
Wellington who will make no more
headway than the proper and formal
channels that councils already have.
Alice Hicks

Credit where credit’s due

Our mayor and councillors get a bit
of flak so for a change well done to
the Waipā mayor and councillors on
their decision to reject the theft of
local assets by this Government.
Next step is to leave Local
Government New Zealand.
Paul Parker

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
FROM WAIPĀ
PĀ DISTRICT COUNCIL

10th - 12th
December 2021
38 Churchill St,
Te Awamutu
(Mahoe St end of the Te Awamutu
Community Corrections building)
COUNCIL OFFICES WILL CLOSE AT

12pm on Friday 24 December

OPEN DAILY 9am - 5pm

AND WILL REOPEN AT

9am on Monday 10 January 2022
For library and museum hours visit waipadc.govt.nz/holiday hours

For urgent enquiries please call 0800 924 723

WE’LL SEE YOU IN THE NEW YEAR!

ORANGE TRAFFIC LIGHT RULES APPLY:
Covid vaccination certiﬁcates required.
Masks to be worn at all times.
Limited number will be granted entry at any one time.

Eftpos available
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Facebook joins up to boost donations
Blood Donations feature launched

N

ew Zealand’s Facebook
users can now sign up to be
notified of opportunities
nearby to give blood and
plasma, thanks to the launch of
Facebook’s Blood Donations feature
in partnership with New Zealand
Blood Service (NZBS).
It comes as NZBS is appealing to
New Zealanders to save a life this
summer and not wait to book an
appointment to donate.
As the sun heats up across the
country over the coming months,
NZBS will face one of its most
challenging periods:
■ While the country relaxes, NZBS
still needs to collect over 4000 blood

and plasma donations every week to
meet this demand.
■ More than 7600 Kiwis will need
lifesaving blood or plasma over summer. That includes 585 Kiwis in the
week leading up to Christmas alone.
■ Every day this summer, an estimated 16 Kiwis will have an accident
that requires a blood or plasma transfusion.
With only 4 per cent of the eligible
population in New Zealand currently
donating, it is hoped that Facebook’s
Blood Donations feature will help
make blood donation more visible
and accessible to Facebook’s community of nearly three million New
Zealanders.
Available now, Facebook users in

New Zealand aged between 18 and 65
can sign up to receive notifications
about opportunities to donate blood
at local donation centres, and even
link directly to the appointment
website to schedule a donation.
“Every 18 minutes in New Zealand
someone will experience an ‘unseen
emergency’ and need lifesaving
blood and plasma,” says Asuka Burge,
national marketing and communications manager at NZBS.
“That’s about 30,000 Kiwis every
year whose lives are saved and
improved by blood and plasma
donors.
“To ensure we are able to continue
to meet demand, every week we
have over 4000 appointments to fill,
and there are more than 300 places
to donate blood throughout the year.
We know one barrier to donation is
often knowing where and how to

donate, so we are calling on all eligible
Kiwis, no matter where in New Zealand they’re enjoying their summer
holiday break, to sign up to the
Facebook Blood Donations feature to
receive updates about giving blood
and notifications about opportunities
to donate near you.
“Encourage your Facebook friends
and family to do the same, and help
us save lives together.”
Since the launch of the Blood
Donations feature in 2017, more than
100 million Facebook users have
signed up globally to receive
notifications from nearby blood
donation centres about opportunities
to donate, increasing blood donations
around the world and helping maintain blood supplies during Covid-19.
“We are proud to support NZ
Blood’s vital work in helping encourage Kiwis to give blood, especially at

a time when its donation targets
continue to grow and it needs more
donors than ever before to ensure it
can continue to meet demand,” says
Nick McDonnell, Head of Public Policy for Meta New Zealand and Pacific
Islands.
“Our Blood Donations feature
allows Facebook users to register to
receive notifications about donating,
and blood donor centres to raise
awareness about blood needs among
people nearby.
“During the Covid-19 crisis, we’ve
seen many Kiwis come together on
Facebook to help each other, for
example by offering support to others
in Facebook groups.
“This product launching today is
another way New Zealanders can
come together and use our services
to learn about how and where they
can donate blood.”

Life-saving donations of blood and plasma needed
continued from A1

In the past 12 months 48 donors
reached the 100 donation milestone
in Waikato, 22 the 150, 13 of us have
donated 200 times, three reached
300 and one has donated 400 times.
Super donor Tom Davies of Te
Awamutu reached the 450 milestone
in April this year and is currently
sitting on 465 donations.
Tom started donating in 1970 and
plans to continue as long as possible.
His cause is helped by recent
changes to the age eligibility for
donors.
Recently New Zealand Blood Service announced the upper age limit
for both first-time blood or plasma

donors has been increased to 71,
while existing donors may now be
eligible to continue donating until
the age of 81.
Also donors who have donated
within the past two years can donate
until they turn 75, and they may be
eligible to continue donating until
the age of 81, subject to NZBS medical
officer authorisation.
Lapsed donors, whose last donation was more than two years ago,
may be eligible to donate after they
turn 71, subject to approval by the
MO.
Other changes to donor eligibility
criteria include changes to some of
the stand down periods donors must
observe before they can give blood

and plasma if they have certain
medical conditions or have undergone a medical procedure.
The latest population figure for
the Waikato is 506,000 — less than
4.3 per cent of us are providing the
life-saving blood needed to keep the
population healthy in an emergency.
If you are healthy, within the age
range and can afford to give up a
couple of hours a year to donate
whole blood when the New Zealand
Blood Service makes one of its regular visits to your town, consider
becoming a donor.

i

To find out more go to:
nzblood.co.nz.

Blood donor Tom Davies pictured at the Hamilton branch of the NZ Blood
Service, completing his 405th donation in 2017.
Photo / Alan Gibson
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Let’s vaccinate NZ by Xmas

Waikato Tainui
to vaccinate
Regional poster campaign to go nationwide

I

n November we brought
you the story of Kāwhia
siblings Māea Marshall
and John Forbes, who
were sharing their story of
growing up and living with
disabilities since contracting
polio as unvaccinated children.
The brother and sister, and
their whānau, were fronting a
regional poster campaign to
raise awareness of the importance of being vaccinated
against Covid-19.
Now Waikato Tainui has
joined the campaign, approving funding to take the Kāwhia
Marae Covid-19 Vaccination
Campaign nationwide.
Initially billed for the
unvaxxed in Kāwhia, Waikato
Tainui acting chief executive
Marae Tukere confirmed the
funding decision last week.
“Our GM who looks after our
distributions, Glenda Taituha,
and myself went over your
funding application yesterday
and it’s stunning, well done,”
she reported back to the
applicants. “We are very
pleased to be able to support
your campaign in full.”
Trust chairwoman Cath

Māea Marshall and John Forbes
are sharing their story of growing
up in Kāwhia and living with
disabilities since contracting
polio as unvaccinated children.
Photo / Mark Hamilton

This will allow us to
bring the
vaccination
messages out of
Kāwhia to the
streets of Hamilton
and southwards in
order to keep
abreast of the Covid
outbreak as it
spreads down
country.
Cath Holland

Holland said they were extremely grateful to the marae
and her senior executive and
the board of Waikato Tainui
for funding the Kāwhia Covid
Vaccination Campaign.
“This will allow us to bring
the vaccination messages out
of Kāwhia to the streets of
Hamilton and southwards in
order to keep abreast of the
Covid outbreak as it spreads

Day 2 - Fri 10th Dec

Day 1 - Thur 9th Dec

$

9

33.9

$

EA

Gordon’s Gin
1L

9

24.9

EA

Pals Range

10pk Cans

Offer Valid 9.12.21 only

Offer Valid 10.12.21 only

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Day 5 - Mon 13th Dec

Day 4 - Sun 12th Dec

Day 3 - Sat 11th Dec

$

down country.”
Cath says the trust was fortunate to have a team of professionals on hand to bring the
posters alive.
“We contracted one of our
professional
Waikato
photographers, Mark Hamilton, to capture the beauty of
our poster whānau.
“Mark saw more than their
disability through his camera
lens. He captured their dignity
in the context of their disability
and that’s rare. At times disability overshadows the person,
but with targeted lighting Mark
was able to give the images a
3D focus that lifted them off the
page.
“Then our graphic artist/
journo team of two from Duo
Tone, Andy Newth and Jo Hair,
took Mark’s photos and designed
high-end-quality
posters. Their artwork was perfectly tailored for this campaign with subtle Māori tones
of red and white print on black
that bring the vaccination messages off the page and in your
face.
“It
gave
our
poster
messengers the mana that
comes with experience, an
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36.9

33.9
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Coruba Range

Teacher’s

Jim Beam White Label

1L

1.125L

Offer Valid 11.12.21 only

Offer Valid 12.12.21 only

Offer Valid 13.12.21 only

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Day 6 - Tue 14th Dec

$

Day 7 - Wed 15th Dec

.9E9A

37

$

Absolut Vodka
1L

.9E9A

38

28

Woodstock

1L

18pk Bottles
& Cans

Offer Valid 14.12.21 only

Offer Valid 15.12.21 only

Offer Valid 16.12.21 only

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

$

Day 10 - Saturday 18th Dec

.99

33

EA

Smirnoff Red 1L
1L

Merchants Liquor Te Awamutu - 49 Vaile Street, Te Awamutu

$

.9E9A

Baileys Irish Cream

Day 9 - Fri 17th Dec

Special Valid
12.8.21 ONLY

Day 8 - Thur 16th Dec

Special Valid
14.8.21 ONLY

$

.9E9A

24

Long White
Bottles
Range
10pks

Offer Valid 17.12.21 only

Offer Valid 18.12.21 only

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

Voucher valid at Merchants Liquor NZ

merchantcollab@gmail.com - 07 870 5151

Valid at participating stores only. Merchants Liquor supports the responsible service of alcohol. Specials valid
while stocks last. Retail quantities only. No trade supplied. Cash & Carry only. All prices include GST where applicable. Tobacco and Alcohol
not sold to under 18’s. Prices exclude reserve or premium varieties unless specified. E. & O. E. Images used for advertising purposes only.

join campaign
more Māori
authority that matched their
message, ‘We’re Vaxxed To
Protect Whānau, Protect Your
Whānau, Get Vaxxed’.
“Now Phantom Billstickers
will take the faces of our
posters and their messages
into the streets and manually
stick them onto every vacant
pole in our cities and towns
throughout Aotearoa before
Christmas.”
Cath highlights the spirit of
this campaign has been
overwhelmed with generosity.
“All of our marketing companies have given the campaign huge discounts because
they believe in the kaupapa.
“So at a hugely discounted
price, Lumo will put our poster
messages on to illuminated
billboards in Hamilton estimated to achieve a total of 5
million-plus exposures over
six weeks.
“Go Media, a 50 per cent
owned Māori business, have
embraced our messaging and
will give us access to
illuminated billboards in eight
cities and towns with 1.25
million exposures over four
weeks.
“Finally, Mediaworks will
put our posters onto the back
of 10 Hamilton buses for eight
weeks.
“This is of huge significance
for our eight marae in Kāwhia
who joined forces to launch
this campaign based on our
history
with
previous
epidemics,” she said.
“The objective was to remind us all that our people
have
experienced
fatal
epidemics before, at a time
when there wasn’t a vaccine
for polio and many of our local
kids from Kāwhia died from
not having the choice to be
vaccinated against a virus that
eventually killed them. And so
it was for the 1918 flu epidemic.
“This isn’t a new phenomenon for Kāwhia moana.
What’s different here is the
unvaxxed have a choice
today to get vaccinated and
give themselves a layer of
protection to help protect
their whānau and moko. Our
polio kids didn’t have that
choice, nor did our people
who lost their lives from the
flu epidemic.”
Cath points out polio
caused huge disabilities for
many like our poster brothersister duo, John and Māea,
who have lived with disability
all their lives.
“We have been very fortunate to have our cousins front
foot this kaupapa as the faces
of our poster campaign to tell
their debilitating story and engage the unvaxxed to rethink
the choices they have in front
of them because Covid kills.”
Cath says what’s significant
about Waikato Tainui’s Covid
funding decision is that it
allows the eight marae to
reach the majority of our
people who live across Aotearoa with a message that we
hope resonates with the
unvaxxed, nationwide.
“This isn’t just about Kāwhia
moana, this is about a nation,
the team of five million.
“When the chips are down,
we pull together. This ‘mate’,
this life-threatening virus, it
doesn’t care what tribe you
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come from or what marae you
affiliate to. If you’re not vaxxed
it’s going to nail those who
have no level of protection
from the virus. This is hugely
significant for our people because we’ve already experienced this with polio. The
other issue is, most of our
people live away from Kāwhia
but nonetheless vulnerable.
Now, we have the opportunity
for our messages to reach
them as well as the nation.”
Cath says in times of crisis
such as this, we fall back on
what we know.
“A traditional alliance has
been forged again to illustrate
leadership for those of our
people who are most vulnerable.
“Our eight marae led our
vaccination strategy around
the Kāwhia harbour, our
marae food bank was set up
after Covid hit Aotearoa to

ensure none of our people
went without kai during this
pandemic and our eight marae
endorsed our poster campaign
to engage the unvaxxed to go
get the jab.”
Cath says the campaign will
reach thousands of Kiwis at
what is normally the busiest
time of the year, albeit under
the Government’s traffic light
system.
“The timing, the gestures of
aroha and the support of Waikato Tainui has been so befitting of the Christmas sentiment,” she said.
“Our Christmas wish is that
this all translates into people
getting vaxxed to save lives,
getting vaxxed to protect
whānau and getting vaxxed to
stay healthy.
“It is our way of wishing you
all a very Merry Christmas
from everyone from Ngā
Marae o Kāwhia Moana.”
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Merger completed,
new chair appointed
P
rimary Wool Co-operative
(PWC) and Wools of New
Zealand Ltd (WNZ) have
completed the merger of
operations between PWC-owned
CP Wool (CPW) and WNZ with the
merged entity now commencing
trading.
Northland sheep and beef
farmer James Parsons has been
appointed chair of the new
organisation called Wools of New
Zealand LP.
Richard Young, Craig Hickson,
Hamish de Lautour, Rebecca
Smith, William Oliver and Ian
Marshall have also been appointed
directors. John McWhirter is the
chief executive of the new entity.
WNZ and PWC voting
shareholders overwhelmingly
supported the merger of WNZ and
CPW operations in votes last
month.
The new entity transacts over
$80 million, has more than 80 staff,
nine wool stores, a carpet
manufacturing partner, a New
Zealand carpet distribution
warehouse, over 120 carpet retail
store partners in New Zealand, a
UK office, many offshore
customers, a strong wellrecognised Wools of NZ Fernmark
brand and nearly 4000 grower
suppliers.
“The completion of this
transaction was a distant concept

James Parsons

John McWhirter

14 months ago and naturally we
are delighted to have reached this
milestone,” said James.
“The extra scale will help fast
track our strategy to capture more
value for our grower shareholders.
“The strategy is not complex.
We started on a journey in July
this year, selling branded woollen
products at significantly better
margins than transacting raw
wool as an ingredient at
unsustainable prices.
“Our focus is now to ramp up
the branded consumer product
sales, drive operational excellence
into the new business and really
connect with our growers and

customers.
“We now have one organisation
with the necessary strength and
scale to make a real difference to
New Zealand’s struggling wool
industry.
“Wools of New Zealand LP
coordinates an integrated value
chain from the grower through to
the consumer.
“We can better meet consumer
needs with carpet that doesn’t cost
the earth.”
The new entity transacts
approximately one third of NZ’s
wool clip as well as exporting
WNZ-branded wool and domestic
and export branded carpet sales.

FOR SALE

SALE BY DEADLINE

Lot 6 Te Kawa Road Te Awamutu
Build To The Views
With a picture-perfect rural backdrop, this 4088m² (approx.)
lifestyle section is an amazing opportunity to purchase a
premier piece of paradise. Set off the road, the flat section is
situated midway between Te Awamutu and Otorohanga
and is close to popular Pokuru School.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

4088m2
For Sale $520,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1GB4GG8

Mark Weal 027 451 4732
Fiona Collins 027 295 4250

FOR SALE

50 Brill Road

4

2

3

2535m2

Te Awamutu
Idyllic Rural Family Lifestyle
Offering an idyllic setting with stunning rural
views, this 2535m2 (approx) lifestyle property
with great shedding, is just five minutes from
Te Awamutu. New owners will enjoy the peace
and tranquility of country life, with all the
conveniences of town living.
The immaculately presented and well
maintained 1980's home features 3 double
bedrooms plus an office, hobby or playroom.

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1GC5GG8

Sale By Deadline
Closes 4:00pm Thursday 16th
December 2021 (unless sold
prior)
___________________________________

View
Sunday 1:00 - 1:30pm
Lot 7 Hinewai Road Te Awamutu
___________________________________

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

Contact The Builder
Offering a picturesque setting midway between Te
Awamutu & Otorohanga, this 3715m² (approx.) lifestyle
section is a fabulous opportunity to create your own piece
of paradise. With stunning views towards Mt Kakepuku, the
flat section is close to popular Pokuru School.

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Agent
Ian Jones 027 447 1758

3715m2
For Sale $520,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1GB6GG8

Mark Weal 027 451 4732
Fiona Collins 027 295 4250

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.
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More milk from fewer cows

Dr Tim Mackle

iwi dairy farmers hit a new
high for milk production
last season with fewer cows,
showing that a focus on
breeding higher performing cows is
paying off.
The annual New Zealand Dairy
Statistics report, released by
DairyNZ and Livestock
Improvement Corporation (LIC),
shows that total milk volume, total
milksolids and per cow production
were the highest on record in the
2020-21 season.
New Zealand has 4.9 million
milking cows — down from 4.92
million the previous season, and
they produced 1.95 billion kilograms
of milksolids.
DairyNZ chief executive Dr Tim
Mackle says it is great to see a

K

continuation of the “more milk from
fewer cows” trend because it shows
a continuing focus on milking better
cows and farming even more
sustainably.
“Farmers are focused on
developing more productive and
efficient cows and farming systems,
with a lighter environmental
footprint. They want to retain our
unique pasture-based farming
system and remain world leading.”
Favourable weather conditions
also contributed to good grass
growth, while higher milk prices
meant many farmers extended their
milking season in 2020/21.
The percentage of cows mated to
artificial breeding rose to 71.3 per
cent (up from 70.8 per cent in
2019/20), and the number of cows
herd tested is the highest on record
(3.735 million cows, or 76.2 per cent
of the national herd). Herd testing
enables farmers to monitor and
improve the quality and productivity
of their herds.
LIC acting chief executive David
Hazlehurst says the greater uptake
of herd improvement services
demonstrates farmers’ intent and
focus on producing the most
sustainable and efficient animals.
“Mating season has always been
an important time to get cows in-calf
but now with a focus on cow quality
over quantity, more farmers are
investing in premium genetics to
help ensure their next generation of
replacements are more efficient than
the last.”

David says young, genomicallyselected bulls and sexed semen,
which generates female
replacements from top cows, are
examples of the high-impact tools
farmers are adopting to increase the
rate of genetic gain in their herds.
“It’s really pleasing to see these
stats provide farmers with
reassurance that the tools they’re

investing in to increase their herd’s
production efficiency and reduce
their farm’s environmental footprint
are working.
“Increasing milksolids with a
reduced cow population is an
achievement the whole sector
should be proud of.”
Tim says that dairy plays a really
key role in New Zealand as the sector

employs around 50,000 Kiwis and
was estimated to contribute over $37
billion to the economy in 2020/21.
“The latest Dairy Statistics report
shows that despite a range of
challenges such as the Covid-19
pandemic and staff shortages,
farmers are working hard to keep
milk production flowing, and this
benefits every Kiwi.”

Maihiihi 10 Pamotumotu Road
Auction

Cozy in the country
This is your chance to escape the chaos of city living and enjoy the comforts of life in the country. Sitting on 3150
sqm of land, this low maintenance, cozy lifestyle section has ample shedding including a four-bay garage and is
perfect for a beefy or two. The home itself has had some recent renovations completed and is equipped with three
double bedrooms and a family sized bathroom. A functional kitchen and adjoining lounge, for rest and relaxation.
Enjoy the fantastic rural outlook from the well positioned outdoor area, perfect for entertaining friends and family
relaxing in a desirable country setting.
If this property sounds like it ticks the boxes, call Sonia or Dave today for more information or to arrange a viewing

Property Brokers Ltd Licensed REAA 2008 | pb.co.nz

3

1

1

Auction 1.00pm, Fri 17th Dec, 2021, (unless sold prior)
View Sun 12 Dec 11.30 - 12.00pm
Web pb.co.nz/CBL97905

Sonia Furniss
M 027 540 0726

E sonia.furniss@pb.co.nz

David McGuire
M 027 472 2572

E david.mcguire@pb.co.nz
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466 Pekanui Road,
Pirongia
Oozing character and charm, this beautifully
renovated three double bedroom villa with
two bathrooms, office and separate lounge is
genuinely for sale and offers restful views of
native bush and Mt Pirongia, on a 6394sqm
section. Well insulated and mostly double glazed,
with a log fire. Lined and insulated outside room
with shower and toilet.

New Listing/Open Home

Deadline Sale Closes 20 December at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu, unless sold prior
View Saturday 11 December, 1.00 - 2.00pm

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806

ALAN WHITE

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30215
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

75 Aubin Close,
Pirongia
This outstanding home has it all. Four bedrooms
plus office, spacious family living areas combined
with modern kitchen and dining room with
fantastic indoor/outdoor flow to the covered
patio for relaxed outdoor entertaining beside
the inground pool. Triple garaging, 4555sqm
section and spectacular views and privacy.
Deadline Sale Closes 21 December at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu, unless sold prior

New Listing/Open Home

View Sunday 12 December, 12.00 - 1.00pm

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806

ALAN WHITE

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30217
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)
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Couple clinch
deal to boost
home creation
Demand grows for water-saving solution

T

e Awamutu inventors of
Springarm,
Ric
and
Marianne Awburn, have
struck up a partnership with
another New Zealand manufacturing
company, Metalform, based in Dannevirke, to enable them to meet increasing demand for the devices over
the hot summer months.
Metalform is known for taking its
customers’ concept sketches right
through to a completed finished product, but with the Springarm already
having gone through the research
and development phase, it was
Metalform’s marketing skills, as well
as its ability to scale up manufacturing that sealed the deal.
As part of the partnership,
Metalform has helped Springarm develop a new website — www.
springarm.co.nz — which includes
new branding and professional
images.
It has also added a trial pack to its
product list, enabling farmers to test
out the Springarm on their own
troughs and farms.
For Ric and Marianne the partnership means they will be able to meet
demand “and finally get some sleep”,
according to Marianne.
Since winning the 2021 Fieldays
Innovation Award, prototype category, the farming couple have been
busy ordering parts from different

manufacturers around the country
and assembling the Springarms in
their humble workshop/shed at
home.
The Springarm is designed to be
an unbreakable ballcock, using a
spring to allow the ballcock to flex,
instead of snapping, saving farmers
water, time, money and stress.
Ric started developing Springarm
about three years ago.
It all started after one evening on
the farm when he watched as the
cows nudged the ballcock, causing it
to snap.
He thought to himself “if only it
could give a little” which was quickly
followed by a light-bulb moment.
“I went home that night and I
grabbed the springs off my boys’
motorbike stand and I cut a brass arm
in half and drilled a few holes to put
it together to see if the mechanism
would work,” says Ric.
“Personally, it works for me. It’s
saved me time and a lot of hassle.
“Partnering with Metalform will
allow us to continue to develop and
diversify our product range to accommodate some of the inquiries we’ve
had over the past six months while
still providing a product made to a
very high standard.”
When Springarm started its search
for a manufacturing partner it was
determined to keep manufacturing in

Dairy farmer Ric Awburn had a “light-bulb moment” when he watched a cow snap off a ballcock — and from there he
went on to invent the Springarm.
Photo / Supplied

The Springarm flexes and is
virtually unbreakable. Photo / Supplied

The Springarm secret is in the
spring.
Photo / Supplied

New Zealand, so the Awburns were
pleased when they found Metalform,
which will assemble the Springarms
on site.
Ric says with the weather heating
up, demand had already increased

significantly.
“We were struggling to keep up,”
he says.
“Water management on the farm
during summer can be the bane of
farmers’ existence.

“There’s the unnecessary time lost,
money spent, and water wasted.
“Most farmers have been putting
up with the problem for so long and
are jumping at the opportunity to
finally fix it once and for all and take
the worry of broken ballcock arms
away.”
Marianne says that many of their
customers tell them the Springarm is
just what they need, and they can’t
believe no one had thought of such
a solution until now.
“Springarm is a simple solution to
a common problem down on the
farm,” she says.
“Working with Metalform will enable us to respond faster and more
efficiently to changes and volumes
and hence provide a better service
to our customers and Ric might
finally be able to get rid of the blisters
on his hands.”

510 O’Shea Road,
Pirongia
This luxurious home sits majestically on the
lower slopes of Mt Pirongia and has been well
sited on the 7304sqm section to capture the
panoramic views. Four spacious bedrooms
plus office/hobby room, granite benchtops in
the kitchen, a workshop area, utility room with
toilet, tandem dble garage with internal access,
additional 9m x 9m high stud shed.

New Listing/Open Home

Deadline Sale Closes 22 December at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu, unless sold prior
View Sunday 12 December, 1.30 - 2.30pm

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806

ALAN WHITE

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30216
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)
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Waipā transport
strategy moving
with the times
New Zealand transport is changing, and
Waipā District Council is moving with the times
by endorsing consultation for a progressive
transport strategy.
“We need more transport options to connect
our people with the places they love. It is
essential we future-proof our transport system
to protect against climate change and the
extraordinary growth in our region,” says Waipā
District Council transport manager Bryan
Hudson.
The strategy underpins the Government
Policy Statement on Land Transport, which
recognises the important role of transport in
enhancing wellbeing and liveability in New
Zealand communities.
Locals will have the power to choose moresustainable and diverse travel modes to reduce
carbon emissions and reliance on private motor
vehicles.
To help inform the strategy, population
projections have been translated into transport
demand for use in the Waikato Regional Transport Model.
The model has been used to assess where
future transport issues will be expected, based
on assumptions around how people will choose
to travel. It is important that assumptions used
in the model are monitored regularly to check
they continue to be relevant to the way Waipā
is growing.
A series of workshops provided input on
transport-related issues and outcomes to develop the draft Transport Strategy.
“Our iwi partners and local stakeholders
helped inform this strategy. We recognise that
transport affects everyone, so naturally we’ve
put people at the centre of our solution,” says
Bryan.
The strategy is a 30-year plan for 2021-2051.
It will be reviewed at least every five years. The
next step for the council is to implement
stakeholder and community engagement during the first quarter of 2022.
The draft transport strategy can be viewed
on the Waipā District Council website in the
section called Strategy and Plans.
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School’s new house names
reflect natural environment
A
t the beginning of the
year, Te Awamutu College embarked on a process to rename the four
school houses to better reflect the
school and community.
Principal Tony Membery says
new names have been selected
after a thoughtful and thorough
process.
This involved the gathering of
36 submissions by various means,
a working-party recommendation
of six options, voting by students,
staff and parents/caregivers, and
analysis and discussion of the
result by the board and the
school’s senior leadership team.
The new names, which will be
adopted from next year, are

Kōwhai, Pounamu, Pōhutakawa
and Kikorangi — replacing Selwyn,
Melrose, Cameron and Gorst.
The new names reflect the
natural environment and the

house colours. Kōwhai — the
iconic New Zealand native tree
with yellow flowers; pounamu —
the greenstone, which is a symbol
of
strength
and
status;

pōhutakawa — New Zealand’s
own Christmas tree with the stunning display of red flowers;
kikorangi — the deep blue of our
sky.

Waipā council’s recycling calendar goes digital
Waipā District Council’s annual
recycling calendars will be going
digital in 2022 in an effort to “walk
the talk” for waste minimisation,
says its group manager service
delivery, Dawn Inglis.
“Our annual calendar distribution
programme
delivers
approximately 22,000 recycling
calendars to every household in
the district which can be a costly
exercise. The cost to deliver last
year’s calendars was $31,920
across the 20 routes we have,
which required bespoke delivery
service,” said Dawn.
“We believe that many people
are now comfortable with the service and we have a number of

options for people to access the
calendar waste-free, but we will
also have hard copies for those
who would like one.
“The recycling routes won’t be
changing, we’ll still continue to do
a regular monthly glass bin collection and fortnightly yellow bin
collection, so the only thing different is the physical calendar won’t
be delivered to each household.”
Those who still prefer a physical
copy won’t miss out, said Dawn.
Residents can collect a 2022
recycling calendar in person at any
Waipā District Council office or
library in Cambridge and Te Awamutu or by requesting a physical
copy from calendars@waipadc.

govt.nz or by calling 0800
WAIPADC (0800 924 723) with
their postal address.
Council staff will distribute the
calendars as requests come in but
advised there may be some
processing delays due to the
Christmas shutdown.
Residents can also head to the
council’s collection day finder at
waipadc.govt.nz/recyclingday to
download their 2022 recycling
calendar, or download the
Antenno app to receive a recycling
notification on the day before the
collection sent to their device.
The council’s transport team
leader, Jennifer Braithwaite, said
this was one area where the coun-

cil could make an impact. “Distributing these calendars means
every year we generated 22,000
pieces of paper, which although we
use recycled paper, is still another
item that ends up needing to be
processed. I’m so pleased that
we’ve been able to move towards
more digital options so we can join
other councils in walking the talk,”
said Jennifer.
Dawn said while the change
would be an adjustment for some
residents, she had been encouraged by others who had already
used and enjoyed the digital
options. “ . . . we’ve had lots of
positive feedback on social media
. . . ” she said.

898 Ormsby Road,
Pirongia
Relax in your inground pool this summer, enjoy
the mature garden setting and drink in the
mountain views while you sip on a cold
beverage on the covered terrace. This three
double bedroom dwelling with two bathrooms,
offers private, country living with a paddock for
pets and is within approx 10 minutes drive of
Pirongia. Separate garage with auto door,
workbench and outside room plus a second
garage for parking and storage. 6000sqm STS.

Open Home

For Sale By Negotiation
View Saturday 11 December, 2.30 - 3.30pm

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806

ALAN WHITE

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30200
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

View from property

New Listing/Open Home

298 Puniu Road,
Te Awamutu

2/586 Bank Street,
Te Awamutu

Set on an 875sqm approx section
with three double bedrooms, a
good sized kitchen/dining area,
an upgraded bathroom, wood
burner and a heat pump. Walking
distance to Te Awamutu Primary
School and town. Ideal first home
or a good investment property.

Down a ROW offering privacy
from the road, this spacious
townhouse offers two large size
dble bdrms, open plan kitchen,
dining and living. Bonus large
single carport with storage room,
spacious front and back yards.

Open Home

For Sale $629,000
View Sunday 12 December,
2.00 - 2.30pm

For Sale By Negotiation
View Sunday 12 December,
1.00 - 1.30pm

Gillian van der Veeken
021 753 335

Carol Ryan
027 290 3784

Lisa McBeth
027 490 9294

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30222

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30197

Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

97 Brill Road,
Te Awamutu
This exquisite hand crafted property has
been created as both a retreat and as a family
home. Expansive open plan living with full
height ceilings, a well appointed kitchen and
scullery, three large bedrooms, master suite
with luxurious bathroom and dressing room.
Access to the covered patio and beautifully
planted grounds is seamless. The swimming
pool enclosure gives another outdoor living area
with bespoke open fire. 140sqm of shedding,
including a studio which has kitchenette,
bathroom and laundry facilities. Set in a
picturesque semi rural location on a 2800sqm
(approx) beautifully landscaped section.
For Sale By Negotiation
View by appointment

New Listing

Gillian van der Veeken
021 753 335
Lisa McBeth
027 490 9294

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30214
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

We open more doors
throughout Waipa/King Country
Contact us for your free appraisal today
Ray White Te Awamutu

223 Alexandra St | 07 872 0927

Ray White Otorohanga

64 Maniapoto St | 07 873 7606

Ray White Te Kuiti

115 Rora St | 07 444 7003

Ray White Taumarunui

61A Hakiaha St | 07 895 7087

New Listing/Open Home

2350 Kawhia Road, SH31, Kawhia
This magical property is a fairytale bush retreat like no other.
Three dwellings enveloped in native bush with a mountain stream
meandering through its 11.818ha (more or less) and where a
hollow tree stands with a door leading to Pooh’s House. 5ha of
native bush to explore, balance of the land is grazing. The main
house has three bedrooms, main with ensuite, two living areas,
northerly aspect and wrap around decking. There’s a self contained
open plan cottage and an outdoor ensuite as well as self contained
barn accommodation which sleeps 14. Stunning native tawa, rimu
and matai timber throughout the dwellings. A separate outdoor
entertainment area suitable for weddings and functions. An open
ended business opportunity. Surround yourself with nature.

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30218
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

Deadline Sale
Closes 17 December at 1.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu,
unless sold prior
View
Saturday 11 December,
1.00 - 2.00pm

Howard Ashmore
027 438 8556
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Report to help climate
adaptation planning
Focus of Waikato ‘tool’ is drought, water resources

W

aikato Regional Council has released a report on adapting to
climate change, with a focus on
drought in the Waikato, and what
might be done to successfully adapt to the risks
of an uncertain future.
The report draws on the expertise of a wide
range of scientists and practitioners involved
in managing water resources.
The knowledge of these individuals has been
woven together to form a “map” of the water
system and the various factors that affect it.
The result is a tool that can enable public
discussions and the exploration of options at
different locations and scales to future-proof the
region from the effects of drought and the
challenges of a changing environment.
Climate Action Committee chairwoman
Jennifer Nickel said the Waikato economy had
evolved in an environment where regular rainfall meant the plentiful availability of water.
“But we cannot expect the future to be the

same,” she said.
“We will need to adapt to changing circumstances.
“We have developed this framework as a tool
to help us understand the range of adaptations
we could make and so we can make better
policies for our water resources and inform
investment decisions.”
Nickel said competition over water resources
would intensify with increasing demand and
limited supply.
“While agriculture may be the most obvious
sector dependent on the availability of water
in the Waikato, there is demand from other
areas, too, such as the growing population of
the Waikato and Auckland, industry and hydroelectricity and we need to consider the ecology
of our waterbodies as well.”
Nickel said the tool was not a silver bullet,
but it would help the council and other interested groups plan for the region’s future with
greater confidence.

OPEN HOMES

In Te Awamutu This Week...

CENTURY 21
SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 12:30 – 1:00PM

2/403 MAHOE STREET, TE AWAMUTU

My Vaccine Pass needed for
entry to many council facilities

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 2:00 – 2:30PM

104 TURERE LANE, TE AWAMUTU

SATURDAY, 11TH DEC 1:30 – 2:00PM

109 LEWIS STREET, GLENVIEW, HAMILTON

Under the orange setting of the Covid Protection
Framework, Waipā District Council will require
vaccine passes to be sighted before entry to any
council-managed facilities.
For anyone aged 12 years three months and
over, their My Vaccine Pass will need to be
sighted for entry to:
● Te Awamutu Library
● Cambridge Library
● Te Awamutu Museum
● Council buildings,
including front counters
and meeting spaces
● Council-managed
community halls
● Council dog control
facilities
”While the move was
not an easy one to make, it was based around
the health and safety of both council frontline
staff and those vulnerable members of our
community across the district,” says Waipā
District Council chief executive Garry Dyet.
“These decisions are never taken lightly but
we have to do what is right for those in our

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:00 – 1:30PM

50 BRILL ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:00 – 1:30PM

394 ARAPUNI ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:00 – 1:30PM

109 LEWIS STREET, GLENVIEW, HAMILTON

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:30 – 2:00PM

18 COLLEGE STREET, TE AWAMUTU

Jesus Christ
is our
only hope
December is the month of excitement, joy,
happiness, and family time. Although it is a time
to be happy, we are surrounded by so many
uncertainties and fear. Uncertainties about our
plans for the near future, next week, next year,
and even for Christmas day.
Will we be able to spend time together as
families, attend a church service, or go on
holiday?
We don’t know what tomorrow will bring.
All these uncertainties lead to stress and
fear, because we are not in control of our lives
and plans. I have learnt not to look at the world
and its problems anymore. I keep my eyes
focuses on God, and rely on Him to show me
the way. When I take my eyes of Jesus, the
enemy knows it, and fear crawls back into my
heart.
God is the One who takes my fear and
uncertainties away, because the Lord is real,
and He is truthful to His word. This is evident
with the fulfilment of all the Old Testament
prophecies. What God said became true. God
prophesied in Genesis 3:15 that He will send
us a Saviour, and about 1,450 years later this
prophecy was fulfilled with the birth of our
Saviour, Jesus Christ, “Today in the town of
David a Saviour has been born to you; he is
the Messiah, the Lord.” (Luke 2:11).

community who need protecting. These spaces
have visitors that range from babies to the
elderly and we need to ensure the vulnerable
feel a sense of protection when coming to a
library or museum, or one of our front counters,”
says Garry.
The policy takes effect
from 8am, Monday,
December 13.
“This gives us time to
look at alternative
systems we can set up for
those who do not carry a
vaccine pass – such as a
click and collect method
for the libraries.
“This is a dynamic and
changing environment
and we will look to review this policy over time
when the time is right,” says Garry.

i

Download My Vaccine Pass from
www.mycovidrecord.co.nz and for
more information, check out
www.covid19.govt.nz

OPINION

Christian
Comment
Charmaine Gillam - Family Church
Jesus Christ was born in Bethlehem to bring
hope, love, and joy to the world. No greater
love will you get from any person in this world,
apart from Jesus. Jesus our Lord, became flesh
so that He could die on a cross, to take our
sins away. Through Jesus Christ we have
received our salvation, and our relationship with
God the Father has been restored.
Therefore, since God is the author of history,
I know that I am part of His plan during this
timeline, and I am safe in His hands. God said,
“Don’t be afraid, for I am with you. Don’t be
discouraged, for I am your God. I will strengthen
you and help you. I will hold you up with my
victorious right hand.” (Isaiah 41:10).
As we celebrate Christmas, we remind
ourselves about Jesus, the reason for
Christmas, and that God is always in control.
My prayer for you is that we will have joy during
this Christmas season, by sharing Jesus’ love
to all those around us, our family and our
friends. Jesus came to give us hope and love.
Let us embrace it by keeping our eyes focussed
on God and not on our troubles. Jesus said,
“Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you.
I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not
let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.”
(John14:27).
Merry Christmas, and God bless you!

$725,000
DEADLINE SALE

LJ HOOKER
AUCTION
SALE BY DEADLINE
$880,000
AUCTION
SALE BY DEADLINE

PROPERTY BROKERS
SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 2:00 – 2:30PM

1/175 DOUGLAS AVENUE, TE AWAMUTU

$685,000

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 11:30AM – 12:00PM

10 PAMOTUMOTU ROAD, OTOROHANGA

AUCTION

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 2:00 – 2:30PM

330 TE RAHU ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 2:30 – 3:00PM

185A OHAUPO ROAD, HAMILTON

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:00 – 1:30PM

3/633 CAMBRIDGE ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

SALE BY DEADLINE
$859,000
SALE BY DEADLINE

RAY WHITE
SATURDAY, 11TH DEC 2:30 – 3:30PM

898 ORMSBY ROAD, PIRONGIA

NEGOTIATION

SATURDAY, 11TH DEC 1:00 – 2:00PM

466 PEKANUI ROAD, PIRONGIA

DEADLINE SALE

SATURDAY, 11TH DEC 1:00 – 2:00PM

2350 KAWHIA ROAD, KAWHIA

DEADLINE SALE

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:00 – 1:30PM

298 PUNIU ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 2:00 – 2:30PM

2/586 BANK STREET, TE AWAMUTU

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 12:00 – 1:00PM

75 AUBIN CLOSE, PIRONGIA

DEADLINE SALE

SUNDAY, 12TH DEC 1:30 – 2:30PM

510 O`SHEA ROAD, PIRONGIA

DEADLINE SALE

NEGOTIATION
$629,000

This newspaper is subject to NZ Media Council procedures.
A complaint must ﬁrst be directed in writing, within one month of
publication, to dean.taylor@nzme.co.nz.
If not satisﬁed with the response, the complaint may be referred to the
Media Council PO Box 10-879, The Terrace, Wellington 6143. Or use the
online complaint form at www.mediacouncil.org.nz. Please include copies
of the article and all correspondence with the publication.
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OPEN HOME

Pirongia
440 Franklin Street

FINAL
NOTICE

4

2

2

1

3

Unique Opportunity to purchase this Centrally Located brick home set on a 5041m2
approx, right on the river under Mt Pirongia offering 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and triple
car garaging. A chance to enjoy established gardens with Mountain views and the private
outdoor patio. This location offers walking distance to all Pirongia facilities including
the local primary, the Domain, local cafes, galleries, the 5 Stags Restaurant and Bar, also
on hand are the popular walking tracks and mountain bike trails. If you’re looking for a
change in lifestyle, Pirongia is where it’s at.
For Sale Auction, Thursday 16th December 2021 at 11am
View Thursday 12:30-1:00pm, Sunday 2:45 - 3:15pm & Wednesday 4:00-4:30pm
harcourts.co.nz/TA22639
Viv Veale
M 021 911 295
E viv.veale@harcourts.co.nz

www.blueribbonharcourts.co.nz
OPEN HOME

OPEN HOME

OPEN HOME

OPEN HOME

Te Awamutu
328 Warburton Crescent

Te Awamutu
55 St Leger Road

Te Awamutu
43 Bowden Place

Te Awamutu
295 Raeburne Street

• 3 Bedroom
• Open plan living
• Single garage
• Low maintenance 370m2 section

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

For Sale $799,000
View Open home Sunday 12:30 - 1:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/TA22637

For Sale $1,088,500
View Open home Thurs 1:15pm & Sat 12:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/TA22628

For Sale Deadline Treaty 16 Dec 2021 at 1pm
View Friday & Sunday 11:00 - 11:30am
harcourts.co.nz/TA22643

For Sale By negotiation
View Open home Sunday 1:30 - 2:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/TA22636

Adam McGrath & Nadine Barker
M 021 217 5703 M 027 283 4753
adam.mcgrath@harcourts.co.nz
nadine.barker@harcourts.co.nz

Salma Ali
M 022 101 4326
salma.ali@harcourts.co.nz

Mandy Lata & Stuart Parker
M 027 679 2224 M 027 283 5928
mandy.lata@harcourts.co.nz
stuart.parker@harcourts.co.nz

Adam McGrath & Nadine Barker
M 021 217 5703 M 027 283 4753
adam.mcgrath@harcourts.co.nz
nadine.barker@harcourts.co.nz

Te Awamutu
1008A Te Kawa Road

Te Awamutu
1011 Ohaupo Road

Te Awamutu
1/160 Punui Road

Taharoa
6 Kowhainui Rise

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conveniently close to town
Large decking
Double bay shed
2994sqm approx section

Your own lifestyle resort
Private back yard oasis
Dick Mercer architecturally designed
Perfect for family & friends

3 Bedroom
Bath and shower
Open plan living
Double garage

OPEN HOME

Large deck for entertainment
Well planned living areas
Large garage
4885sqm approx

Incredible 1336m2 section
2 Living rooms plus rumpus
Double 6 x 7.2 metre garage
Great access to Hamilton

Freehold 700m2 section
Spacious open plan
Convenient location
Room for motor home parking

Freehold
2872m2 (more or less)
Harbour Views
Concrete right of way to gate

For Sale Price by Negotiation
View Open home Thursday 12:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/TA22579

For Sale Price by Negotiation
View by appointment
harcourts.co.nz/TA22633

For Sale Price by Negotiation
View by appointment
harcourts.co.nz/TA22599

For Sale $310,000
View by appointment
harcourts.co.nz/TA22627

Salma Ali
M 022 101 4326
salma.ali@harcourts.co.nz

Mandy Lata & Stuart Parker
M 027 679 2224 M 027 283 5928
mandy.lata@harcourts.co.nz
stuart.parker@harcourts.co.nz

Mandy Lata & Stuart Parker
M 027 679 2224 M 027 283 5928
mandy.lata@harcourts.co.nz
stuart.parker@harcourts.co.nz

Adam McGrath & Nadine Barker
M 021 217 5703 M 027 283 4753
adam.mcgrath@harcourts.co.nz
nadine.barker@harcourts.co.nz

Thursday, December 9, 2021
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Scrutiny on Western Corridor’s fate
Investigations to
help understand
future transport
needs for towns

A

study to help decide
whether Waipā District
Council will keep the
existing Western Arterial
designation for a future transport
corridor in Te Awamutu has been
introduced to the council’s Service
Delivery committee.
The existing designation, which is
set to expire in 2032, was identified
in 2006 as the solution to reducing
heavy vehicle congestion in the
town’s main street at that time, Waipā
District Council transport manager
Bryan Hudson said.
“Over the past 15 years, council has
incurred increasing costs for property
maintenance and seen changing traffic patterns through the town which
may no longer justify a new western
arterial road in the future,” said Bryan.
“We have taken a fresh look at the
designation looking at all opportunities to address traffic flow for our
future transport needs.”
Council engaged engineering
consultancy firm WSP to undertake
the study which assesses the corridor
and the need for this into the future.
Over time council had bought properties and there was more yet to be
bought, Bryan said at the meeting on
Tuesday, December 7.
“We want to check the corridor is
the right fit for our growing community, so the study has analysed the
evidence, reviewed the issues and
potential solutions and developed a
short list of recommendations

The battle to keep trucks out of the
main street was in full force by 2008
— and was a major platform for some
candidates in the 2007 local body
elections.

Waipā District Council map showing the Western Arterial Route and land council owned.

together with stakeholders and partners.”
The investigations will allow council to make a well-reasoned decision
about the future of the existing designation, and a recommendation for
long-term affordable improvements
to the strategic transport network that
will improve the accessibility,
liveability and economic wellbeing
for residents and visitors to Te Awamutu and Kihikihi, although noting
that all the necessary information to
make a decision is not available yet.
“The investigations have helped to
understand the transport needs for
the towns into the future.

“In the short-term, we’ll be making
safety improvements and roading
upgrades to make the roads work
better for all modes of transport
throughout Te Awamutu and Kihikihi.
“There are transport issues on the
network, but these are no longer
constrained to heavy vehicle
impacts.”
People who use streets for cycling,
wheeling and walking would be
made to feel safer if the streets were
more user-friendly in the long term,
he said.
“People still find the main roads in
Te Awamutu and Kihikihi to be a

barrier to non-car use,” Bryan said.
“Te Awamutu and Kihikihi are
actively growing, and with residents
telling us they want more urban
mobility options, this will change the
way we move around in the future.
“The study indicates that a new
Western Corridor will be necessary in
the future to meet Te Awamutu’s
growing needs, but increasing costs
may make this an unaffordable investment within the next 10 to
20 years.
“The study also found there are
opportunities to make a difference to
the transport network now to improve our community’s experience.”

Bryan said Te Awamutu was growing rapidly with more homes built to
cater for all the new people, but
inevitably traffic was also increasing
with growth.
“Our vision is to create a vibrant,
liveable town centre, and a safe,
sustainable transport network that
works for Te Awamutu and Kihikihi
now, and in the future.”

OPEN HOME

OPEN DAY

Maihiihi
342 Happy Valley Road
As a first farm you won’t find many better.
Location will tick a lot of boxes and so will the
cowshed. Located in the Maihiihi/Korokanui
district, an area renown for it reliable grass
growing climate, good schooling options and
friendly locals. We have no doubt this is the
farm you have been waiting for this spring.
•
•
•
•
•

90.0984 hectares more or less in 3 titles
70 hectares utilised as platform
Milking between 195 and 220 cows
Modern 22 Aside Herringbone cowshed
Two homes

4

1

1

1

2

For Sale Tender 16th Dec 2021 at 1pm
(unless sold prior)
View Open Day Friday 10 December,
11:00am – 1:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/OH9369
Kerry Harty
M 027 294 6215
E kjharty@harcourts.co.nz

www.blueribbonharcourts.co.nz

Wharepapa South
1328 Waipapa Road
A quality home with four bedrooms and two
bathrooms with everything you would expect
in a modern home including a woodfire,
solar hot water system and air conditioning.
A picturesque 3.3 acres of land with an
abundance of shedding including the large
workshop/garage with 3 phase power.
A family paradise, a Contractor or Engineers
home base, or that in-between step from
farm ownership to a smaller plot where you
can bring all the farm gear, this property
offers something for everyone.

4

2

2

2

2

For Sale Deadline Sale 22nd Dec at 1pm
View Open Home Sunday, 1:30 – 2:00pm
harcourts.co.nz/OH9394
Kerry Harty
M 027 294 6215
E kjharty@harcourts.co.nz
Karen Lennox
M 027 559 4468
E kjharty@harcourts.co.nz

www.blueribbonharcourts.co.nz

Christmas with MATES

COUNTDOWN to

LABEL 5 PREMIUM
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

BIG
1.75

Taste: A delightfully balanced blend,
initial ﬂavours of fruit and vanilla followed
by a slight smoky sensation emerging
Finish: Long and smooth with a hint of
wood smoke

Chivas Regal Extra 13YO Scotch
Whisky: Aged for 13 years,
this blended Scotch whisky is
selectively matured in ﬁrst-ﬁll
Oloroso sherry casks for an extra
rich and intense ﬂavour.

1.75 LITRE

700ML

$64.99
700ML

700ML

$69.99

$69.99
$

$74.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

$74.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

GLENFIDDICH
12 YEAR OLD
SCOTCH WHISKY

700ML

$64.99
$66.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

SCAPEGRACE
PREMIUM
NZ CRAFT
VODKA

JOHNNIE WALKER
BLACK LABEL
12 YEAR OLD
SCOTCH WHISKY

700ML

1 LITRE

$64.99

$59.99

$69.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

$64.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

$47.99
$49.99 FOR
NON MEMBERS

$52.99
FOR MATES!

$47.99

FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

$54.99

ST REMY
VSOP FRENCH
BRANDY

$41.99
FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

$44.99

ABSOLUT PLAIN
VODKA INCL
NEW ‘VOICE’
LIMITED
$36.99
EDITION
FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

$39.99

KAHLUA COFFEE,
SALTED CARAMEL
OR MALIBU
COCONUT
RUM LIQUEUR
$32
.99
FOR MATES!
1 LITRE

$34.99
CRUISER
12PK BOTTLES
OR 12PK
CANS RANGE

$19.99
FOR MATES!

275ML/250ML

$21.99
NEW!

$52.99

DRAMBUIE
PREMIUM
SCOTCH
WHISKY
LIQUEUR

JIM BEAM BLACK
O
OR DEVIL’S CUT
BOURBON

$42.99

FOR MATES!

$51.99

$54.99

GRANT’S
TRIPLE WOOD
G
SCOTCH
WHISKY OR
GREENALL’S
$37.99 GIN RANGE
FOR MATES!

$36.99
FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

$39.99

$39.99

FINLANDIA
PLAIN VODKA
OR SOUTHERN
O
COMFORT
LIQUEUR
$34
.99
FOR MATES!
1 LITRE

$34.99

$36.99

$22.99

250ML/330ML

$24.99

$36.99
2 FOR

$32.99
NEW ODD COMPANY
APPLE & PEAR
OR PEACH &
PASSIONFRUIT
$22
.99 VODKA PREMIX
FOR MATES!
12PK BOTTLES
330ML

$24.99

LONG WHITE VODKA
PREMIX 10PK
BOTTLES
RANGE
B
EXCL CRISP
$26.99
320ML
FOR MATES!

$44.99

JOHNNIE WALKER RED
LA
LABEL SCOTCH
WHISKY OR
BAILEYS
IRISH CREAM
$36
.99
LIQUEUR
FOR MATES!
1 LITRE

$39.99

WOODSTOCK 5%
BOURBON & COLA
18PK BOTTLES OR
7% 18PK CANS

$28.99

$32.99

1 LITRE

$34.99

MOLLY’S
IRISH
CREAM
LIQUEUR

O’MARA’S
IRISH CREAM
LIQUEUR
RANGE

700ML

700ML

$36.99 FOR NON-MEMBERS

330ML/250ML

$19.99

PERONI NASTRO
AZZURRO
LAGER
AZ
24PK BOTTLES

FOR MATES!

330ML

$31.99

$39.99

330ML

750ML

750ML

NEW!

$33.99

$12.99

JIM BEAM GOLD
7% BOURBON
& COLA OR
C
CANADIAN
CLUB
7% WHISKY &
$22
.99 DRY 12PK CANS
FOR MATES!
250ML

$24.99

JAMESON SMOOTH DRY &
LIME OR NEW SODA,
GINGER & LIME
4.8% IRISH WHISKEY
PREMIX 10PK CANS
375ML

$27.99

$24.99

BECOME
OUR MATE TO:

BILLY MAVERICK 7%
BOURBON
& COLA
18PK CANS
$26
.99
FOR MATES!
250ML

$27.99

Want Mates Rates?

Join the club.

/MATESCLUB

Earn Points
1. We reserve the right to limit quantities
Receive Rewards and 2. Trade supplied, but on discretion.
Get Exclusive Deals 3. Some items may not be available in all stores
Sign up in-store or online.

It’s free to sign up! www.bigbarrel.co.nz

$10.99

WITHER HILLS
WHITE WINE
RANGE EXCL
PINOT NOIR

WAIRAU RIVER
WHITE LABEL
WINE RANGE
EXCL PINOT
NOIR @$19.99

750ML

750ML

$13.99
TAYLOR’S
ESTATE WINE
RANGE EXCL
FORTIFIEDS

750ML

750ML

750ML

$22.99
DOWNLOAD THE APP!

750ML

RUFFINO
ITALIAN
PROSECCO
OR CHIANTI

750ML

0800 (BARREL) 227 735

NGATARAWA
STABLES WINE
RANGE

WAIPARA HILLS
WAIPARA VALLEY
WINE RANGE

RUA OR
D
DEVIL’S
STAIRCASE
CENTRAL OTAGO
PINOT NOIR

Limit of 6 per customer. Trade not supplied

$39.99

$13.99

$16.99

$27.99 FOR NON-MEMBERS

330ML

FOR MATES!

ALLAN SCOTT
WHITE LABEL
RANGE EXCL
PINOT NOIR OR
GRANT BURGE
INK WINE RANGE
750ML

$26.99

PART TIME RANGERS
AFRICAN ELEPHANT
VODKA PREMIX
10PK CANS

330ML

$34.99

$12.99

$14.99

330ML

$17.99

FOR MATES!

$9.99

$13.99

Scapegrace Pommegranate
& Doris Plum Vodka Premix:
Scapegrace Vodka, Soda and
garnished with Pomegranate &
Doris Plum. Crisp. Refreshing.

EXPORT 33
LOW CARB
L
LAGER 24PK
$36.99 BOTTLES

WOLF BLASS
YELLOW LABEL
WINE RANGE EXCL
W
PINOT NOIR
OR SAINTS
WINE RANGE
750ML

BROWN BROTHERS
STILL OR SPARKLING
MOSCATO,
ZIBIBBO OR
DOLCETTO SYRAH
WINE RANGE
750ML

NEW SCAPEGRACE VODKA
PREMIX APPLE & PEAR,
POMMEGRANATE & PLUM
P
OR LIME 10PK CANS

$19.99
330ML

$39.99

$40!

$21.99

FOR MATES!

355ML/330ML

STONELEIGH
WINE RANGE
EXCL LATITUDE,
WILD VALLEY
& ORGANIC

$12.99

$32.99

HEINEKEN
PREMIUM LAGER
24PK BOTTLES
OR CANS

LINDAUER
CLASSIC WINE
RANGE INCL
SPARKLING
FRAISE

330ML

LION RED, WAIKATO
DRAUGHT, SPEIGHT’S
GOLD MEDAL ALE
OR SUMMIT ULTRA
24PK BOTTLES

TUI, DB DRAUGHT
EXPORT GOLD OR
EXPORT GOLD
EXTRA LOW CARB
24PK BOTTLES
330ML

CORONA 18PK
BOTTLES OR
STEINLAGER
CLASSIC 24PK
BOTTLES
$37.99

$39.99

330ML

$17.99

$21.99

FOR MATES!

330ML

KINGFISHER, SOL,
TIGER ORIGINAL
OR TIGER
CRYSTAL 12PK
BOTTLES

FOR MATES!

330ML

$31.99

BECK’S
L
LAGER
12PK
BOTTLES

$16.99

FOR MATES!

FOR MATES!

$29.99

CARLBSERG
PILSNER 24PK
BOTTLES OR
ASAHI (4X6PK)
A
$37.99 24PK BOTTLES
FOR MATES!

SOMERSBY
C
CIDER
12PK
BOTTLES
RANGE
$19.99

$34.99

$31.99
330ML

Limit off 6 per customer. Trade not supplied
L

JIM BEAM BOURBON
& COLA OR
CANADIAN CLUB
WHISKY & DRY
18PK CANS
330ML

HAAGEN
PREMIUM
LAGER 15PK
BOTTLES

TEACHER’S
PREMIUM
SCOTCH
WHISKY

FOR MATES!

700ML+1.5 LITRE

1 LITRE

NEW!

COMBO!

FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

FOR MATES!

NEW ABSOLUT LIME
& SODA OR PASSION
FRUIT
& SODA, MALIBU
F
PASSION FRUIT OR
MALIBU & COLA
10PK CANS
330ML

250ML

$34.99

$31.99

700ML

700ML

JIM BEAM BLACK
B
BOURBON 700ML
+ COKE 1.5 LITRE

SEAGERS
ORIGINAL OR
LIME DRY GIN

$34.99

CLEAN COLLECTIVE
12PK CANS RANGE
OR RINSE 10PK
CANS EXCL LEMON

$39.99

$36.99

JAGERMEISTER
HERBAL LIQUEUR
OR PEPE LOPEZ
G
GOLD OR SILVER
TEQUILA
FOR MATES!

BACARDI CARTA
BLANCA (WHITE),
BLA
CARTA ORO
(GOLD) OR
SPICED RUM
$36
.99
FOR MATES!
1 LITRE

SMIRNOFF
PREMIUM
PLAIN
VODKA

FOR MATES!

MAKER’S MARK
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT
BOURBON
WHISKEY
$42.99
FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

$44.99

LARIOS ROSE
OR CITRUS
P
PREMIUM GIN

1 LITRE

$32.99

FOR MATES!

1 LITRE

700ML

SMIRNOFF DOUBLE
BLACK ICE 7%
VODKA PREMIX
RANGE INCL
NEW ZERO SUGAR!

$24.99

TANQUERAY
O
OR BROKER’S
LONDON
DRY GIN

$33.99

Limit of 6 per customer. Trade not supplied

FOR MATES!

JAMESON BLACK BARREL
IRISH WHISKEY OR
CHIVAS REGAL
12 YEAR OLD
SCOTCH WHISKY
700ML

700ML

$36.99 FOR NON-MEMBERS

$29.99

Limit of 6 per customer.
customer Trade
Tra not supplied

Limit of 6 per customer. Trade not supplied
APPLETON
ESTATE
SIGNATURE
PREMIUM RUM

Old Forester Bourbon: Created in 1870, Old
Forester is the only bourbon continuously
distilled and marketed by the founding
family before, during and after Prohibition.
At 86 proof, Old Forester delivers a genuine
bourbon experience, with rich, full ﬂavor
and a smooth character that is ideal for
sipping neat, on the rocks, with a splash of
water or in a classic cocktail.

$33.99

$54.99 FOR NON-MEMBERS

Limit of 6 per customer. Trade not suppliied
d

HENDRICK’S ORIGINAL
OR MIDSUMMER
SOLSTICE
PREMIUM GIN

Canadian Club Spiced Whisky:
Canadian Club Spiced has been
designed for consumption as part
of a mixed drink, cocktail or served
over ice and is described as offering
a sweet grain and spicy aroma,
with ﬂavours of sweet fruit and
spices and a long ﬁnish.

1 LITRE

$52.99

$69.99 FOR NON-MEMBERS

SCAPEGRACE
DRY OR BLACK
NZ CRAFT GIN

JACK DANIEL’S ORIGINAL, HONEY,
FIRE OR APPLE TENNESSEE
WHISKEY OR OLD FORESTER
BOURBON WHISKEY

CHIVAS REGAL EXTRA 13 YEAR OLD SHERRY CASK
S
SCOTCH WHISKY, THE GLENLIVET
FOUNDER’S RESREVE OR
CARIBBEAN CASK SCOTCH
WHISKY OR MALFY
ITALIAN GIN RANGE

Label 5 Classic Black is a Blended Scotch
Whisky which is delightfully smooth with
subtle smoke inﬂuences and a delicate
fruity character. Speyside malts are the
backbone to this blend.

LITRE!

JIM BEAM WHITE LABEL
BOURBON, CANADIAN CLUB
1858 ORIGINAL OR SPICED
CANADIAN WHISKY

$14.99

$15.99

CRAFTER’S UNION
RANGE EXCL PINOT
NOIR OR SELAKS
TASTE COLLECTION
WINE RANGE EXCL
REDS @$18.99
750ML

DEUTZ
SPARKLING
CUVEE NV
OR ROSE
CUVEE NV
750ML

$19.99

$16.99

G.H MUMM
CHAMPAGNE BRUT NV
750ML

TAYLORS FINE
TAWNY OR
RUBY PORT

750ML

$29.99

$49.99

MUMM MARLBOROUGH
PRESTIGE BRUT NV
750ML

$29.99

WE SHIP NATIONWIDE!

WWW.BIGBARREL.CO.NZ
Our policy is to ask for ID if under
30 please don’t be offended.

43STORES
NATIONWIDE

4. All liquor discounts are less than 24.99%5
bigbarrelliquor Visit our website to see a full list of
b
5. Pricing on products marked as ‘Mates Club Reserved’
store locations and opening hours.
is only available to Mates Club Members. Limit of 6 per customer. Trade not supplied.

SPECIALS AVAILABLE FROM 8TH - 20TH DECEMBER 2021 OR WHILE STOCKS LAST
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finances strong
Mapping reveals risky Council
despite effects of Covid
spots for liquefaction
Information on portal to help councils better plan for growth

L

ocal councils, building consent authorities, engineers
and developers have more
clarity on “good ground”
thanks to new liquefaction hazard
mapping of the Waikato region.
Co-Lab (formerly Waikato Local
Authority Shared Services) commissioned the development of the
liquefaction hazard mapping layer,
which can be found on Waikato Regional Council’s online Regional Hazards Portal under the “earthquakes
and landslides” tab.
Senior regional hazards adviser Dr
Phil Mourot, who developed the layer
on behalf of the 12 councils that make
up Co-Lab, said an update to the
Building Code’s “good ground” definition in November 2019 required all
councils to identify liquefactionprone areas in their district so they
could manage any liquefactionrelated risk when reviewing district
plans and assessing building and resource consent applications.
Phil said the change in the Building
Code arose from the experience of
the Canterbury earthquakes, which
caused widespread liquefaction, and
subsequent recommendations made
by the Royal Commission of Inquiry.
“Liquefaction is a natural process
where earthquake shaking increases
the water pressure in soft, sandy or
silty soils, resulting in loss of soil
strength.
“It can cause significant damage
and disruption, as we saw with the
Christchurch earthquakes, and because of what happened there it is

Liquefaction can cause
significant damage and
disruption, as we saw
with the Christchurch
earthquakes.
Dr Phil Mourot, Waikato
Regional Council

now a requirement across New Zealand to ensure buildings can stand up
to the effects of liquefaction.
“This mapping of liquefactionprone areas will help councils plan
for growth in a resilient way, and the
layer is available for use by anyone
who is looking to buy property, or
develop or build on property, in the
Waikato region.”
To provide national consistency
on liquefaction mapping, the Ministry
of Business, Innovation and Employment has published guidance on how
councils should be identifying
liquefaction-prone areas.
The guidance uses levels of assessment, starting with regional scale,
level A, to very detailed, site specific
scale level D.
The level A assessment of liquefaction for the Waikato region was made
using available data on geology,
ground water and seismic hazard.
“So that’s looking at how hard or
soft the earth is; how much water is
there is the ground, and how prone
is the land to shaking,” said Phil.

“It’s important to note that this is
broad mapping to identify at-risk
areas,
where
more
detailed
assessments (levels B to D) will be
required for building and resource
consent purposes.”
The level A mapping does not
include Hamilton city, as Hamilton
City Council has already undertaken
a level B assessment that provides
more accuracy regarding the possible
risks of liquefaction. Other local
councils will be considering their own
level B assessments in due course.
The Waikato Regional Hazards
Portal contains all the spatial natural
hazard information available from
Waikato Regional Council and some
data from other organisations.
The portal was launched in 2018
and is frequently updated with new
information and data.
Other new features recently added
to the portal include:
■ tsunami inundation zones (under
the coastal hazards tab) and areas
which are safe to evacuate to in the
event of a tsunami
■ historic shoreline data (under the
coastal hazards tab), which shows
how the position of the shoreline has
changed over time
■ a new emergency management
tab with the Waikato Civil Defence
and Emergency Management Group
Public Information Map showing
Covid-19 locations of interest, latest
earthquakes over magnitude 3, state
highway information, severe weather
alerts, etc
■ a new district councils’ data tab.

Waipā District Council demonstrated
it was resilient in the face of adversity,
with an end-of-year operating surplus
of $39.6 million, despite facing off
against Covid-19.
“We’re fortunate that Waipā was
not impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic to the extent we were initially
forecasting. The rapid growth in our
district has continued and the diversity of our economy has been a huge
benefit,” said Waipā District Council
deputy chief executive Ken Morris.
Growth-related infrastructure and
cash contributions of nearly $32
million were paid for by developers
participating in the local building
boom. This accounted for 80 per cent
of the $39.6m operating surplus.
The pandemic did not stop the
wave of resource and building
consents. Construction activity continued with gusto with council issuing
1459 building consents with a capital
value of $456m.
The district’s primary sector
remained strong with an expected
increase of $40m paid out to farmers.
Solid employment growth over the
year to March 2021 led to a 1.5 per
cent increase in the number of filled
positions, buoyed by the construction
market. Unemployment in Waipā is
at 3.1 per cent, lower than the rest of
the Waikato at 4.1 per cent and New
Zealand at 4.7 per cent.
The Annual Report shows council
achieved 73 per cent of its planned
non-financial targets and a highlight
of the year was the May 2021 opening
of the new Cambridge pool facility,
the Perry Aquatic Centre — Puna
Kaukau O Te Oko Horoi.
Ken admits he can see challenges
ahead with an ambitious infrastructure programme in the 2021-31
Long-Term Plan and the major reform
agenda facing local government. He

We’re fortunate that
Waipā was not impacted
by the Covid-19
pandemic to the extent
we were initially
forecasting.
Ken Morris, Waipā District Council
deputy chief executive

remains confident that the infrastructure investment can be funded
as benchmarking statistics in the report show there is plenty of scope for
future borrowing.
“The value of our assets is nearly
$2 billion. Our current borrowing of
$98 million is small relative to many
other councils so we are well-placed
financially to meet our future
obligations.
“We have the capacity to respond
to growth and continue progress in
making our community an attractive
place to live, work and play,” says
Ken.
Mayor Jim Mylchreest points out
that people from other regions are
noticing the district is a desirable
location.
“Our population grew by 2.7 per
cent last year as more people call
Waipā their new home. We offer an
attractive lifestyle that is just a stone’s
throw to Auckland, Ruapehu and the
great outdoors of the Central Plateau.
“People love our thriving community spirit, laid back vibe and
boutique townships brimming with
character,” said Waipā District Mayor
Jim Mylchreest.
The annual report was adopted by
council members last week.

ROTARY
Competition
in partnership with

Coresteel Buildings Waikato
Enter online at
www.teawamuturotary.org.nz
or ﬁnd us on Facebook

Your challenge is to dress-up your
mailbox, business signage or your whole
am in the theme of Christmas
Te Awamutu

Te Awamutu

THE HONDA SHOP

We have a
DEMO FLEET
of farm bikes
ready.

Hamilton Cambridge Matamata Putaruru

NEW HONDA FARM BIKES

FARM
RANGE
NEW
HONDA
KIDS BIKES

SXS520

From

$20,,995 + GST

DEMO

TRX420 4x4
From

$112,3
395 + GST

TRX520 4x4

From

$26,495 + GST

DEMO

XR190

XRM125

$5
5,495
5 + GST

$3,495
5+

DEMO

DEMO

From

SXS1000

SXS700

$16,995 + GST

ST

DEMO

CRF250F

$14,995 + GST

$8
8,256.52+ GS
DEMO

DEMO

CRF250F
CRF250F
FRONT CARRIER REAR CARRIER

Part No. HCF01/B Part No. HCR01/B

$239.13+ GST

.

USED BIKES DEALS

2019 Honda SXS700
$16,995 incl gst

2014 Honda SXS7002P
from $11,995 incl gst

2018 Honda SXS1000M3P
$21,995 incl gst

x3 to
choose
from

2016 Honda SXS700
From $13,495 incl gst
Power
Steering
x 2 to
choose
from

Low kms
& Power
Steering
x 2 to choose
from

2015 – 2017 Honda SXS500
From $11,995 incl gst

x2 to
choose
from

x3 to
choose
from

x3 to
choose
from

2019 TRX500 FM2K
from $12,995 incl gst

2015 Kubota RTV900
$8,995 incl gst

2018 TRX500 FM2J
from $12,495 incl gst

x4 to
choose
from

2017 Honda XR190
from $3495 incl gst

2008 – 2013 Honda CRF230s
from $2,995 incl gst

Auto
700cc

2017 Yamaha YFM700
$11,995 incl gst

FARMLAND DEALS

2010 - 2011 Suzuki TF125
From $1495 incl gst

THE HONDA SHOP
www.THSMOTO.co.nz

2014 Honda TRX500 FE1E
$7,995 incl gst

x3 to
choose
from

2010 - 2011 Yamaha AG100
$1,795 incl gst

Te Awamutu:
Hamilton:
Cambridge:
Matamata:
Putaruru:

2017 Suzuki LTA500 Kingquad
$7,995 incl gst

Electric
Shift

2014 Honda XR150
from $1,995 incl gst

x2
Available

2018 Suzuki DR200
from $2,495 incl gst

2013 Honda TRX420 FMD
$5,995 incl gst

x3 to
choose
from

x2 to
choose
from

2016 Honda TRX500 FM2G
$8,995 incl gst

Auto
500cc

2012 Honda TRX420 FPMC
$6,495 incl gst

2018 Honda TRX420 FM2J
$11,995 incl gst

2019 Honda SXS500
$13,995 incl gst

2009 Honda MUV700
$9,995 incl gst

Power
Steering

Power
Steering

2013 Honda TRX500 FPMD
$7,495 incl gst

$230.43 +GST

07 871 7317
07 838 9299
07 823 5522
07 888 4969
07 883 3310

Shane Blackwell

Simon Farmer

Skyler Heathcote

shane@

parts@

parts@

462 Ohaupo Road
Te Awamutu

462 Ohaupo Road
Te Awamutu

021 740 890

thehondashop.co.nz
462 Ohaupo Road
Te Awamutu

(07)-871 7317

thehondashop.co.nz

(07)-871 7317

thehondashop.co.nz
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Masson gets due
reward for his toil
Gritty undefeated fighter adds cruiserweight belts
BOXING

Jesse Wood

F

Floyd Masson is the Australasian and Australian cruiserweight champion.

loyd Masson, 29, is
now the Australasian
and
Australian
cruiserweight champion after a decision victory
over veteran Mark “Bam Bam”
Flanagan at Eatons Hill Hotel,
Eatons Hill, Queensland, Australia, on Saturday.
Fans were not left disappointed and took to Facebook
to say that it was best domestic Australian fight they had
witnessed in a long time.
The
new
Australian
cruiserweight champion is
still undefeated, moving to an
11-0 record.
“The fight turned out to be
a war as I got dropped in the
first and then I came back to
drop him in the fourth. We
were just back and forth till
the end and I just edged it with
my fitness to finish off
stronger, we also got fight of
the year contender,” says the
former Te Awamutu resident.
“To me, it means that my
hard work is paying off and
I’m ticking my goals on the
way to be a world champ.”
Masson’s brother, Cohen,
says he and their family
couldn’t be any more proud of
his champion sibling.
“He’s dedicated his whole
life to boxing, trains three

Floyd Masson (left) defeated veteran Mark Flanagan.
Photos / James Paul

times a day, follows gruelling
diets and sacrifices any hint of
a normal social life to get to
his ultimate goal of one day
becoming a world champion.
“People won’t know that he
even lived in the gym he
trained out of at one point
early in his career to allow for
him to do this so he has taken
the long, tough and lonely
route to get to where he is
now.
“Nothing has been given to

him — it’s all been earned
through blood, sweat and
thousands of rounds in the
gym so we’re not surprised
he’s
now
the
best
cruiserweight in Australia and
ranked inside the top 30 in the
world.
“I think everyone in Te
Awamutu should be following
his journey, he’s an exciting
fighter, a great role model and
I know he’ll be a world champion very soon!”

The Hits has teamed up with St Vincent De Paul Hamilton
to raise funds to buy food for families all over the Waikato
who need it this Christmas!

TEXT ‘FEED’ TO 206 TO MAKE
AN INSTANT $3 DONATION!
Or head online to the Hits.co.nz to donate
Lets join together to make it an amazing Christmas
for everyone in the Waikato.

EVERY DONATION GOES IN THE DRAW TO WIN A CHRISTMAS HAMPER WORTH $200 THANKS TO NEW WORLD ROTOTUNA!

HUGE THANKS TO
HAMILTON
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OPINION

Pioneers’ stories are all we have left
Alf Bayly was influential in Taranaki and
All Blacks rugby history 130 years ago
Jesse Wood

O

n my search for the story
of former All Blacks utility
back and NZRFU President
Alfred “Alf” Bayly I
stumbled upon, or rather didn’t
stumble upon, the Stratford Pioneer
Cemetery in Taranaki — a dead end,
if you will.
Alf was a distant relation of mine
and a prominent figure within rugby
circles so I decided to visit his grave
site and take some photos.
Stratford that prides itself on being
the Taranaki Pioneer Village, yet the
Stratford District Council turned its
Pioneer Cemetery into a “memorial
park” during the 1980s, getting rid of
the vast majority of headstones —
ironic when they want to preserve
the pioneer history elsewhere in the
town.
The Pioneer Cemetery was
Stratford’s first, opening in 1886, with
the last recorded burial in February
1975, although the cemetery closed
some 65 years previous but anyone
who had bought their plots already
could still be buried at any time.
The only current cemeteries left in
the Stratford region are the
Kopuatama Cemetery (first burial
recorded in July 1906) and Midhirst
Cemetery (first burial being in
September 1934).
In the Wednesday, January 18,
1984 edition of the Stratford Press, this
was published: “The Stratford
Borough Council intends to convert

Premium

Read more nzherald.co.nz

Former All Black captain Alf Bayly
in the 1890s.
Photo / NZR

the old Stratford Cemetery in Regan
Street to the Stratford Pioneer
Memorial Cemetery. The council
wants the area to be appropriate to
the memory of the early pioneers
who founded the district and now
rest there.
“While the majority of the grave
surrounds are in a state of disrepair
and will require removal, there are
examples of stonemasons’ art which
will remain in strategically placed
positions. A memorial wall with builtin seats and containing the names of
all interred will be erected at the
northern end of the area. All

1893 New Zealand rugby team. Alf Bayly is in the middle row (third from left).

remaining land will be sown in lawn
and planted in shrubs.
“The council believes the proposal
will provide for quiet relaxation for
those who contemplate the past and
remember those who created the
beginnings of this district. The
proposal is presently being
advertised and required by law and
any person wishing to object must do
so prior to March 23.”
Around 30 of the gravestones
were gifted to the Taranaki Pioneer

Village after consultation with
families while others had fallen into
disrepair.
Alf was laid to rest here on
December 16, 1907, at the age of 41,
after suffering from an illness.
Although it was more than a
century ago, Alf played a big role in
New Zealand rugby and is still
recognised through the Alf Bayly
Memorial Trophy, yet there is no
exact spot to represent where he was
laid to rest.

Photo / NZR

The Alf Bayly Memorial Trophy is
given annually to a Year 7-8 student
in Taranaki who displays outstanding
playing ability, leadership and
sportsmanship.
The trophy was first presented in
1909 and has been won by the likes
of former All Blacks captain Graham
Mourie, former All Blacks utility back
Neil Wolfe and Taranaki centurion/
captain Andy Slater.
continued on A24

A new vision for retirement living
There’s something exciting and new coming to Te Awamutu – an Arvida Living Well Community.
At Arvida we want to keep our residents’ passions alive, so you can move in with your ideas and skills
and help shape the community as it grows.
Help us name this new community
Provisionally called Te Awamutu Country Club, we’d love a name that has significance for the region.
Share your suggestions based on the heritage and uniqueness of the area and you’ll be in to win a
$500 hamper packed full of local produce!

Email livingwell@arvida.co.nz by 20 December
Visit arvida.co.nz for more info
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Memorial Wall the last tip of the hat
continued from A23

Many will recognise Alf’s name
from the story of the death of
Otago’s Barney Armit in 1899
as the result of an unfortunate
tackle made by Alf — some say
Alf was sent to an early grave
due to the worry of this incident.
All Black No 35 Alf, was born
in the Taranaki town of Waitara on May 20, 1866, to
Thomas and Ann Bayly (nee
Rundle) — eventually they
would have 12 children.
There were nine boys —
George Thomas, Frederick
(Fred), Frank Rundle, Harry,
Charles, Ernest, Walter, Frank
and Lawrence and three girls
— Amelia Dallas (Minnie),
Norah and Lena.
Frank Rundle Bayly passed
away at the age of 3 in 1964,
hence two children named
Frank.
Alf was educated at New
Plymouth Boys’ High School
and at age 16, in 1882, made his
debut first-class appearance
for West Coast (North Island)
against New South Wales, the
first overseas rugby side to
visit New Zealand.
The Taranaki Rugby Football Union wasn’t officially
established until 1889 but Alf
became a big part of the future
of Taranaki rugby, first playing
for a side in 1883 and representing them every year from
1885 to 1901.
Before the TRFU came into
existence the team went under
names like Egmont and Taranaki Clubs.
At the New Plymouth Racecourse in May 1888, the Tara-

naki Clubs team claimed their
first international scalp against
Great Britain.
It was Britain’s first tour loss,
after five wins and a draw.
The Taranaki Clubs team
was certainly a family affair for
the Bayly clan with captain Alf
and Charles in the starting side,
George as the Taranaki umpire
and Fred as the referee.
Both Harry and George
were a part of the reception
committee for Great Britain,
meeting their steamship at
Opunake.
Alf and Charles were standouts for the side. At one point,
Alf gathered possession near
halfway and ran down the
field, getting cut down a few
metres short of the British line.
The final score was 1-0 with
the only try scored by H.M.
Good from Taranaki’s Pihama
club.
Alf’s final match for Taranaki came against Whanganui.
As he had a broken leg, he
wasn’t named to play but was
the team’s manager.
The team were a player
short so Alf joined them on the
field, broken leg and all.
It was said he was a fan
favourite, as he had donned
the amber and black jersey for
so long, and the crowd
cheered him on as he took the
field.
Alf’s All Blacks debut came
in 1893 when he was chosen
as a member of the first official
New Zealand team. He played
10 matches and was the top
scorer.
The next year saw him captain New Zealand in their only
1894 match, an 8-6 loss to New
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to Alfred Bayly

The Bayly family on the Stratford Pioneer Memorial Wall.

Bayly’s death notice in 1907.

Alf Bayly.

South Wales. This was also
brother Walter’s one and only
game for New Zealand.
In 1897, Alf captained the
North Island team in the first
inter-island match, and was
subsequently named in the
New Zealand team to tour Australia.
In all, Alf played 20 All Black

Photo / NZR

matches, captaining 10 of
those, and scoring six tries.
Over his long career he had
represented six Taranaki
rugby clubs as well as the
Taranaki cricket team for
whom he played six first-class
matches over 1891/1892 and
1897/1898.
Brothers Frank, George and

Harry also represented Taranaki in cricket.
Alf had married Mary
Cashel in 1895 at St Paul’s
Church, Auckland, and they
took over part of his father’s
5000-acre estate at Toko, near
Stratford, where he farmed for
several years.
Charles, Fred and Harry also
farmed at Toko.
After his rugby retirement,
Alf was a Taranaki rugby selector from 1901 to 1906, and
president from 1899 to 1906.
At national level he was
New Zealand selector 1901 and
1905 and NZRFU president in
the year that he died.
George also had roles as
TRFU president (10 years) and
NZRFU president.

Photo / Bay of Plenty Times

Great-nephew Les Bayly,
who passed away in September 2021 aged 96, was also a
Taranaki Rugby Football
Union president and spent
decades as a player, coach and
administrator.
In 1905, Alf sold his property
to the Government and moved
to Stratford before becoming
sick and heading south to St
John’s Hill, Whanganui.
It was said that his December 14, 1907, death was not
unexpected.
He was returned to Taranaki and buried at Stratford’s
Pioneer Cemetery with his
daughters Marguerite (Margaret) and Alice.
Three years later, his
12-year-old daughter Maude

passed away and was buried
with her father and sisters.
Headstone inscription: Margaret Eileen Bayly died 9 May
1902 aged 5 years. Alice Alexandra Bayly died 26 May 1902
aged 14 months. Also Maude
Rita Mary died 14 May 1910
aged 12 years. Alfred Bayly
died at Wanganui 14 December
1907 aged 41 years.
Yes, the Pioneer Memorial
Wall tells you who was laid to
rest there but, in my opinion,
the respect is gone, as there is
no exact location or plaque as
to where this influential man,
his family and the other
pioneers lay at Stratford’s
Pioneer Cemetery.

STRATFORD DISTRICT
COUNCIL’S HISTORY
OF THE PIONEER
CEMETERY

An Order in Council
published in the NZ Gazette of
Thursday, July 2, 1885, (#41,
page 822) appointed the
Stratford Town Board as
Trustees for the maintenance
of the Stratford Public
Cemetery.

The first recorded burial for
the Pioneer Cemetery is
Mortimer Frederick Hassall,
who was buried on December
15, 1886. The last recorded
burial was of Cuthbert
Hargreaves Taylor, on
February 10, 1975.
At the Ordinary Meeting of
the Stratford Borough Council
of September 13, 1898, (the
second meeting of the
Borough Council), it was
minuted that “the Colonial
Secretary be requested to
gazette the Borough Council as
Cemetery Trustees”, which
was duly done. In 1900, the
Borough Council started
looking for a suitable site for
a new cemetery.
However, at the ordinary
meeting of December 11, 1900,
it was moved “that the
cemetery be enlarged by
moving part of the fence so as
to make it of equal width front
to back and that the path
necessary to give access to the
enlargement be formed and
gravelled”.
This was the result of a
recommendation from the
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Cemetery Committee.
At the Ordinary Meeting of
the Stratford Borough Council
of October 9, 1905, it was
moved “that the necessary
steps be taken to have the old
cemetery closed in
accordance with Section 73 of
The Cemeteries Act 1882,
subject, however to the right
of persons at present owning
unoccupied portions of the
cemetery to be allowed to
bury therein at any time”.
This was followed by an
Order in Council published in
the NZ Gazette of Thursday
December 7, 1905, (#107, page
2818) to close the Stratford
Public Cemetery from July 1,
1906, and that the cemetery be
vested in the Council of the
Borough of Stratford from that
date.
It was not until 1980,
however, that the first steps
were taken to convert the
cemetery into a Pioneer
memorial. This process was
not completed until 1984,
when the cemetery was
renamed the Stratford Pioneer
Memorial Cemetery.
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Successful tournaments held
BOWLS

P

irongia Bowling Club have
had a successful last three
weeks of tournaments.
November 21 saw Janice
Parr and Mark Arundel take out the
handicapped pairs after a play-off
against Denise Te Momo and Paul
Rowland.
The following Sunday was the
optional
triples
tournament
sponsored by Bulk Lines.

Malcolm Fisher (skipper) Toot
Elvis and Paul Rowland took this out
with Pirongia producing a clean
sweep of the podium placings.
December 5 was the men’s and
women’s rinks championships which
saw Deeno Te Momo (skipper), Pete
Kewish, Fritz Cameron and Don
Ramage take the win after a riveting
final against Steve Stockdale (skipper), Malcolm Fisher, Paul Rowland
and Stu Olsen.
Only one team entered the
women’s rinks.

Optional triples winners Malcolm Fisher (s), Toot Elvis and Paul Rowland.

Pirongia Bowling Club handicapped pairs winners Janice Parr and Mark
Arundel.
Photos / Supplied

Third summer series results

Annual hill climb held
Te Awamutu Sports Cycling held
their Annual Hill Climb at
Maungakawa on Friday.
There was loads of enthusiasm
and trash talk at registration with
some scorching fast times considering how windy the climb was.
Alex Heaney took out the fastest
time of the day with an impressive
10.04.18.
The club would like to show their
appreciation for Daniel and Sarah
Barnett for the use of their property
for registration, Wayne Strong and
Marc Gascoigne for sorting traffic
management, the registration team
for their hard work, Tim Chapman
who was the bike holder on the start
line, and to club captain Mike
Gascoigne for remembering to pick
up the port-a-loo.

Men’s rinks championship winners Deeno Te Momo (s), Pete Kewish, Fritz
Cameron and Don Ramage.

Hill Climb results:
100+ kg: 1st Mackenzie Macky
14.23.16; 2nd Marinus du Preez
14.43.27; 3rd Harrison Shaw 15.32.38.
Open Men: 1st Alex Heaney
10.04.18; 2nd James Harvey
10.26.44; 3rd Blair Taylor 11.29.15.
Open Women: 1st Arabella Tuck
13.13.82; 2nd Anne Marie Guiney
14.52.70; 3rd Molly Hayes 15.17.02.
Over 50s: 1st Peter Tuck 12.26.11;
2nd Tony Owsley 12.56.26; 3rd Grant
Tuffery 12.57.56.
Under-13: 1st Carter Paine
14.33.89; 2nd Dylan Rowe 18.13.91.
Under-15: 1st Josh Rowe 11.59.16;
2nd Olly Taylor 13.19.19; 3rd Kyle
Paris 13.22.87.
Under-19: 1st Lewis Johnston
11.54.55; 2nd Robin Kos 11.55.47; 3rd
Lochlan Brown 12.05.21.

Te Awamutu Sports Cycling held
week three of the Spoken Cycles
Summer Series on Tuesday night and
despite dark skies, the rain stayed
away until pack up time.
Times were quick across all grades
with Nick Kergozou taking the A
Grade win in 32.53 minutes.
Everyone had their vaccine passes
“good to go” at registration and the
process ran very smoothly.
Next week is the final road race in
this shortened series and the club
won’t be holding their usual preChristmas barbecue and prizegiving
as they’ll finish too late in the evening.
However, those who finished in
the top three of each grade will be
added to the list of riders who have
ridden all four races and will go into
the draw for five Summer Series
passes for the next series which starts
on January 11, 2022.

Week 3 winners across the
grades:
A Grade: 1st Nick Kergozou 32:53;
2nd Regan Gough 32:53; 3rd Mark
Stewart 32:53
B Grade: 1st Robin Kos 36:50; 2nd
Mike Gilbert 36:50; 3rd Daniel Barnett
36:50
C Grade 1: 1st Josh Rowe 38:55; 2nd
Tony Owsley 38:55; 3rd Cameron
Senior 38:56
C Grade 2: 1st Kyle Paris 38:45; 2nd
Adam Swney 38:45; 3rd Simon
Cavanagh 38:45
D Grade: 1st Jack Eva 42:21; 2nd
Harrison Shaw 42:21; 3rd Thinus du
Preez 42:22
E Grade: 1st Brent Scott 45:36; 2nd
Arthur Ferguson 45:37; 3rd Mark
Swney 45:37
F Grade: 1st Richard Walker 51:21
Under 15: 1st Dylan Rowe 23.14; 2nd
Zac Holzer 23.32

GOLF
Stewart Alexander
Stewart Alexander Golf Club hosted
the Bill and Agnes Knight annual
tournament on Sunday, won by Paul
Makuch and Adele Ashford.
The AGM was also held, and Jeremy
Collett was elected as new club president.
Bill Knight Div 1:
Gross — Jacob Carey 71; Cyress
McCorkindale 75; Patrick Hape 75;
Jeremy Collett 75; Carl Meizenbeek
75.
Net — Jacob Carey 65; Denny Nunn
65; Gary Grylls 67; Jason Kraayvanger
68.
Points — Cyress McCorkindale 41;
Denny Nunn 41; Gary Grylls 39; Jason
Kraayvanger 38.
Div 2:
Gross — Ash Robertson 84; Paul
Makuch 84; Linc Quarrie 87.
Net — Paul Makuch 65; Manaaki
McCorkindale 65; Linc Quarrie 68;
Keith Mitchell 68; Ash Robertson 68.
Points — Paul Makuch 42; Manaaki
McCorkindale 42; Linc Quarrie 38;
Keith Mitchell 38; Ash Robertson 38;
Waylon Tangohau 38.
Ladies:
Gross — Adele Ashford 89; Tema Tapu
90; Sue Pollock 91; Janine Manukau
94.
Net — Adele Ashford 65; Debbie
Pitcon 69; Janine Manukau 70; Kay
Gregory 71; Tema Tapu 71.
Points — Adele Ashford 41; Debbie
Pitcon 38; Tema Tapu 37; Janine
Manukau 36.
Vets:
Doug Atkinson 39 points; Bill Garvin
39; Keith Hawtin 37; Neal Johnston 37.
Pirongia
Christmas Open:
Senior — Greg Bell 70 gross; Ben
Jefferies 74 nett; Scott Law 34
stableford; Shane Bromley 33; Neil
Mckay 33; Tony Kay 33; Matt
Mauriohooho 33; Barrie Johnston 33;
Malcolm Verner 31; Tyne Watts 31;
Garry Bowman 31; Michael Harvey 30.
Longest drive — Regan Ridd
Closest to pin — Malcolm Verner;
Intermediate — Mark Brown 67 nett;
Gordon Best 68 nett; Jack Hjorth 39
stableford; Rob Taylor 38; Rob
Brettrell 37; Ken Bardsley 37; Kevin
Appleby 35; Derek Boyle 35; Kyle
Owens 35; John McCormick 34; Tawa
Thomas 34.
Longest drive — Kyle Owens
Closest to pin — Barry Fordham
Junior men — Mark Brown 67 nett;
Paul, Davie 67 nett; David Peryer 41
stableford; Davy Schrijvers 40; Kevin
Nickson 39; David Lamb 38; Graham
Watts 38; Charlie Coles 38; Jackson
Brown 34; T.C. 34; Don Matson 34; Guy
Livingston 34.
Longest drive — Mark Seager
Closest to pin — Charlie Coles
Ladies — Gwenda Meeke 96 gross;
Pam Hughes 68 nett; Lynda Morgan
33 stableford; Kate Owens 30; Addy
Nieremeijer 29; Robyn Maikuku 27;
Raima Neil 25.
Longest drive — Hayley Robinson
Closest to pin — Linley Wallace
Twos — Greg Bell 5 and 9, Scott Law
2, Garry Bowman 5, Steve Law 5, Hans
Nieremeijer 5, Rob Brettrell 13.
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RUGBY

T

he Chiefs Rugby Club have
unveiled the new identity of
their women’s team, named
Waitomo Chiefs Manawa.
Waitomo Chiefs Manawa head
coach Allan Bunting led the process
of developing the new team identity
alongside Gallagher Chiefs head
coach Clayton McMillan, NZR Māori
cultural adviser Luke Crawford,
Chiefs jersey designer Dave Burke,
Chiefs general manager commercial
Kate Rawnsley and a number of
female players.
The internal process was focused
on building the team’s identity and
developing a name that connected
the Chiefs Rugby Club’s people,
places, past and present. Waitomo
Group has again shown their support
to the club and women’s rugby in
Chiefs Country by joining the team
as their principal partner.
“We were really fortunate to catch
up with Clayton because it was important for us to know the deeper
story in behind the Chiefs and Chiefs
mana. We are grateful for that and
very grateful for the help received in
creating our name through Matua
Luke Crawford and Dave Burke,” said
Bunting.
“It was important for our name to
come from within the Chiefs story,
but also hold an opportunity for us
to create our own identity, something
to make our own and to be really
special moving forward. It is a name
at the moment, but how we behave
on and off the field will truly make
that name.”
Manawa was derived from two
words: mana and wāhine. Chiefs
mana is a central pillar of the club
and wāhine is the most identifiable
feature of the team being female.
“We have come up with something
really special for the team and something that we can make our own and
be unique to the ladies we have. In
the name Manawa there is a lot of
meaning in behind it and will be
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Manawa: connection
of two team pillars

Waitomo Chiefs Manawa players Pia Tapsell (left), Chyna Hohepa and Hazel Tubic.

pretty sacred to the team. It translates
into heart, Chiefly heart and for us it
is important to be connected through
the heart. Special things can happen
if you start your foundations from
there,” said Bunting.
The Chiefs Rugby Club has a long
standing association with Te Ao Māori and in particular the inclusion of
a deeper relationship and understanding of Te Ao Māori concepts and
practice.
“The club has been connected
through Te Ao Māori for a while and
I think it is important.
“It is unique, it is a connection and
holds a whole lot more meaning for

the mind, body, heart and spirit. A lot
can derive from this and our players
will connect into that. It is accepting
everyone for who they are and where
they come from, it is a pretty special
thing for us to be a part of and
continue to create in the future,”
Bunting said.
New Zealand Rugby Union Māori
cultural adviser, Kaihautu Māori Luke
Crawford, said he was honoured to
be able to assist the club in their
identity process.
“It is a real privilege to have helped
guide the thinking around the name
Chiefs Manawa which speaks to the
Mana Wāhine and excitement the

Photo / Supplied

team will bring to Super Rugby Aupiki
and the Chiefs whānau.”
The 2022 Waitomo Chiefs Manawa
jersey has also been unveiled. At the
heart of the inaugural Waitomo
Chiefs Manawa jersey design is the
mangōpare (hammerhead shark) design depicting determination and tenacity. When the pattern is viewed
from another angle, it depicts the
Manawa (beating heart) shape.
Te Raranga Harakeke — The Flax
Weave, connects to the more feminine
art
of
weaving.
The
accompanying proverb, “Tūngia te
ururoa, kia tupu whakaritorito te tupu
o te harakeke” — “Burn off the over-
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growth so that the flax shoots may
sprout” speaks to clearing away all
impediments (ururoa) to ensure success (kia tupu).
The flax weave sits in behind the
flowing design of the kōwhaiwhai
pattern which represents the
connecting waterways flowing in the
Chiefs contributing regions.
Chiefs Rugby Club chief executive
Michael Collins said this was a proud
and historic moment for the club.
“I am super proud of the work that
has been completed by our club and
incredibly grateful for those who
have guided us to help develop an
inspiring identity, with special
acknowledgement of Kate Rawnsley.
“We know the narrative will continue to grow and our Mana Wāhine
will install pride in the name and we
are looking forward to seeing the
Waitomo Chiefs Manawa squad connect with their new identity and bring
the name to life.
“The creation of our new team is
a special event, not only in our club’s
history, but the history of women’s
rugby in New Zealand.”
Collins said it was special to have
Waitomo Group on board as the
principal partner again to fuel the
Waitomo Chiefs Manawa this coming
season.
“They are committed to giving
back to the community they live and
work in, and we saw that first-hand
this year with both of our teams. We
know they are as excited as we are
to see the Waitomo Chiefs Manawa
represent Chiefs Country.”
Waitomo Group managing director Jimmy Ormsby said: “Waitomo is
a value-based company — our core
values are people — he tangata, performance — he mahi, and price — he
utu hoko. Living our values is what
we measure ourselves on.
“Our experience with wāhine
rugby is still pretty limited — only a
couple of years, but from what I have
seen from the players, coaches and
supporters is that there is massive
alignment between our values and
everyone involved in wāhine rugby.”
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New look for
Chiefs in
up-coming
rugby season
Team unveils home and away jerseys
RUGBY

T

he new 2022/23 Gallagher
Chiefs home and away
jerseys have been revealed.
The adidas Gallagher Chiefs
jersey designs are linked to the Chiefs
region, whānau and Māori heritage.
The 2022/23 Gallagher Chiefs
home jersey — ngā hihi o te rā (the
rays of the sun) — draws on inspiration from Tamanuiterā (the sun).
It uses ngā hihi o te rā to accentuate the Waikato-based team’s home
colours.
The rays of Tamanuiterā touch all
parts of the Chiefs’ contributing
unions, radiating energy and power,
depicted in the top half of the design.
The lower kōwhaiwhai (ornate
swirls) depict the flow of waterways
throughout the region connecting
whānau, sponsors, members, players,
clubs and supporters.
The 2022/23 Gallagher Chiefs
away jersey — he piringa pāua —
represents loyalty and allegiance.
The jersey design utilises the vibrant colouring of the pāua shell.
And it is inspired by the Māori
axiom, ‘Ka haere te pāua ki te toka,
he piringa pāua — the pāua will go
to the rock and cling to it fiercely’.
It denotes that even when the
team plays away from home, they

will always return just as the pāua
returns to the rock if dislodged.
Like the home jersey, the flowing
kōwhaiwhai represent connecting
waterways which will always carry
the team back home.
“We are very excited to launch our
new Gallagher Chiefs home and away
jerseys,” said Chiefs Rugby Club chief
executive Michael Collins.
“A great deal of hard work goes
into the design and production of
these jerseys in collaboration with
adidas, New Zealand Rugby Māori
cultural adviser Luke Crawford and
designer Dave Burke.
“The connection to our Chiefs region, whānau and Māori heritage are
important aspects of our jersey design and we are proud to share these
with all those who support us.
“We took into account what our
fans had been receptive to in the past
when designing these jerseys.
“We are pleased to now be able to
share the final products with our
members, sponsors, fans and players
and hope they will wear them with
pride.”
Both Gallagher Chiefs replica
jerseys are now available for fans to
purchase via an early pre-sale from
December 6.
The jerseys will be available to be
purchased online at store.chiefs.co.nz
and be shipped later in December.

Alex Nankivell, left, Josh Ioane, and Shaun Stevenson in the 2022/2023 Gallagher Chiefs home jersey.

Photos / Supplied

Nankivell, Stevenson, and Ioane model the 2022/2023 Gallagher Chiefs away jersey.

Home where the heart is as Cane commits until 2025
RUGBY
All Blacks, Chiefs and Bay of Plenty
loose forward Sam Cane has
recommitted to New Zealand Rugby,
inking a new deal with his national
union, Super Rugby club and province through to 2025.
Cane, 29, has been a mainstay of
the national game since making his
professional rugby debut with the
Chiefs as an 18-year-old in 2010 and
made his All Blacks debut two years
later.
The 2015 Rugby World Cup winner
has gone on to play for the All Blacks
in 77 tests and has captained the team

10 times. He
has played
126 times for
the Chiefs.
Cane said
he
was
stoked to be
committing
to New Zealand Rugby
for four more
Sam Cane has
committed his long- years.
“My
term future to New
Zealand. Photo / NZR passion for
the
game,
whether it’s playing for the All Blacks,
Gallagher Chiefs or Bay of Plenty, is
as strong as when I started playing,

so it was an easy decision for me to
extend my contract, and my wife
Harriet and I are excited about what
the future holds.
“I’m now looking forward to spending summer with my family and
friends, and coming back ready go to
again in 2022.”
All Blacks head coach Ian Foster,
who selected Cane as his captain last
year, was thrilled Cane has made a
long-term commitment to NZR.
“He’s an instrumental part of the
All Blacks leadership group in his role
as captain and I know that, following
a year in which he missed a lot of
rugby with his significant injury, he
is fully committed to being at his very

best in 2022 and beyond, which is
exciting.
“We’re delighted for him and
Harriet.”
NZR General Manager Professional
Rugby and Performance Chris
Lendrum added: “We are blessed to
have a person of Sam’s calibre playing
in New Zealand and he has been an
exceptional and loyal player since
coming into the professional ranks as
a young man.
“He’s one of the most respected
players and voices in our game and
all the teams that he has played for
have benefited from his outstanding
play and leadership. We’re delighted
that he has chosen to stay with New

Zealand Rugby for four more years.”
As part of his contract, Cane has
the option of taking a non-playing or
playing break from the New Zealand
game in 2024.
“Sam is an exceptional player and
highly respected leader, who has a
great rapport with both coaches and
players. He is passionate about the
teams he is involved with and continues to demonstrate that through
his ultra-consistent performances on
the field,” said Chiefs head coach
Clayton McMillan.
“We are incredibly fortunate to
have his services and look forward
to seeing him continue to further his
already impressive career.”
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Each number
  
letter of the alphabet.
Write the given letters
into all squares with
matching numbers.
Now work out which
letters are represented
by the other numbers.
As you get the letters,
write them into
the main grid and
the reference grid.
Decoder uses all 26
letters of the alphabet.
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DOWN
2. Saddle attachment (7)
3. Nobleman (4)
4. Special date for trickery (5,5,3)
5. Rebound (8)
6. Pitch forward (5)
7. Roll with hard crust (5)
8. Bother (4)
12.   = > (  ;?%#%?<
14. Victory (7)
15. Muscular contraction (5)
16. Constable’s patch (4)
18. Chaotic state (5)
20. Bean protein (4)

ACROSS
1. Taken advantage of (4)
4. Breezily (6)
8. Burn unsteadily (7)
9.     ;<
10. Indian dress (4)
11. Shiner (5,3)
13. Advocate (9)
17. Perhaps (8)
19. Wind up (4)
21. Wrap (5)
22. Submissive person (inf) (7)
23. Underground way (6)
24. Dull pain (4)

C E N
T I L

Black out squares to reveal a completed grid
All puzzles © The Puzzle Company
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Across: 1. Used, 4. Airily, 8. Flicker, 9.
Conga, 10. Sari, 11. Black eye, 13.
Proponent, 17. Possibly, 19. Rile, 21.
Shawl, 22. Doormat, 23. Subway, 24.
Ache.
Down: 2. Stirrup, 3. Duke, 4. April Fools’
          
! "# $% % & "'  ( "
Spasm, 16. Beat, 18. Snafu, 20. Soya.
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At Te Awamutu Funeral Services our dedicated team is passionate about providing valuable guidance and a
personalised service at a time when you need it most.
- Offering Generations of Experience Locally Owned Qualiﬁed Funeral Directors.
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@& ( &  G 
or more letters can you
make, using each letter
only once? Plurals are
allowed, but no foreign
words or words beginning
&      Y     Z%  & 
Good 12 Very Good 18 Excellent 23+
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the grid so that every row,
column and every 3x3
SUDOKU Fillevery
box contains the digits 1 to 9.
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lint, lit, lite, net, nice, nil, nit, tec, telic,
ten, tic, tie, tile, tin, tine
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Thursday, December 9, 2021

Te Awamutu

Classiﬁeds

Phone: 871 5151
Email: class@teawamutucourier.co.nz

- FAMILY NOTICES - PUBLIC NOTICES - EMPLOYMENT - FOR SALE - PROPERTIES - MOTORING - TRADE SERVICES - ENTERTAINMENT -

Formal Notices
Deaths

Acknowledgements

In Memoriam

Public Notices

BOOTHBY,
PEVREAL,
POOLE,
George William
Pamela Jane.
Dale John.
Frederick (Fred).
- Health Shuttle
11.12.1961 - 11.12.2021
4 July 1968 - MWWL
7.12.1932 - 7.12.2021
11 November 2021
Today would have
your
60th - Rescue Helicopter
Passed away on his 89th Pamela’s family would been
birthday.
- SPCA
to
thanks
birthday. Loving and like
- St John’s
Happy heavenly
cherished husband of everyone for the love
birthday.
Ambulance
and support given
Irene.
since
Pamela’s Time
- Toy Library
has
flown.
“Will be so
passing. Your cards, Wishing I could turn
sadly missed”
flowers, baking and back time thirty six
A Service for Fred will phone messages meant years. Miss your
With many thanks
be held at Alexandra the world to us. It was laughter. Miss your
from Te Awamutu
House Chapel, 570 Pamela’s wish to have mischief, miss your
Council Carpark
Alexandra St, Te a private farewell smile. Miss you. You
Charity Market
Awamutu on Tuesday, service in the garden are forever 24 in my
th
14 December 2021 at and due to Covid-19 mind and always in
11am followed by a restrictions,
my heart Dale.
private burial at the attendance
was Love you.
Te
Awamutu restricted. Our sincere
Cemetery. Service will thanks to you all. Ian,
be livestreamed. All Becky,
Jaden,
Church Services
communications to Raewyn,
Neville,
the Boothby family, Christine, Brian and
PO Box 137, Te families.
CHRIST CHURCH
Awamutu 3840.
ANGLICAN CHURCH KIHIKIHI
Te Awamutu Funeral
Services FDANZ
LINSLEY,
Phyllis Doreen (Phyll)
TAYLOR,
Passed away on 8 Cedric Harold.
December 2021 at San
Michele Care Home, 16 December, 1933 –
aged 95. Loved wife of 14 October, 2021
the late Ben and Coral and family
mother of the late would like to thank
Kaye and Brian. Much everyone who offered
loved Grandmother of kindness, support,
Julian and Julie and messages of sympathy
great grandmother of and comfort, and love
Catlin, Maddi and following the passing
Cedric.
Your
Shaun. Special thanks of
to Pam & Lloyd and baking, flowers, cards
the staff at San and messages helped
Michele for their care. us tremendously in
A Service will be held at our grief. Cedric was
Alexandra
House given a fitting private
at
The
Chapel, 570 Alexandra farewell
St, Te Awamutu on Woolshed on Friday,
26
November
thanks
to
th
Monday,
13
December 2021 at 1pm friends and family. We
especially
thank
Te
followed by private
cremation. Due to Ata Rest Home, Te
Funeral
restrictions vaccine Awamutu
passes
will
be Services, Te Awamutu
Light
Operatic
Society
required.
All
communications to and Te Awamutu
Lions.
the Linsley family, PO
Box 137, Te Awamutu
3840.
Te Awamutu Funeral
Services FDANZ

We are having a 9.30am service
on the 12th and 19th of this month
and 25th, Christmas day.

Please remember to bring your Vaccine Passport.

Enrolment at the school is governed by an enrolment
scheme, details of which are available from the
school ofﬁce or on our school website
www.ngahinapouri.school.nz
The board has determined that there are limited
spaces at various year levels for out of zone students
starting school during Term 1 2022. The deadline for
receiving applications for out of zone places is 3pm
Wednesday the 15th of December 2021.
Students will be selected by ballot which will be held
on the 17th of December. Parents will be informed
of the outcome of the ballot within three days of the
ballot being held.

Te Awamutu
Council Carpark
(2021)

COUNCIL
CARPARK
MARKET
Every Saturday
7am-12pm

under new
management

Pam Chitty 0211825787
Pam Powell
02102610906

Anyone wanting a
stall please contact
Pam Chitty
021 182 5787 or
Pam Powell
021 0261 0906
Market every
Saturday
from 7am-12pm

ENQUIRE
today!
Classified advertising, it
really works!. Call 871
5151.

PRODUCE MARKET
Every Thursday 1.30 - 6pm
Selwyn Park by the Info Centre
Fresh Produce
Fresh Vegetables, salad greens,
berryfruit, coffee, ice cream,
sweets, salami, plants, crafts,
fresh milk, potatoes, and more.
Don’t forget your BAG

CONTACT TERESA 021624693

PUBLIC NOTICE
of application for On Licence
SECTION 101, SALE AND SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL ACT 2012

At Ngahinapouri School we are seekers, creators
and users of knowledge.

H U I Ā - TAU

2022

MBD Trading Limited has made application to the
Waipa District Licensing Committee for the
renewal of a On Licence in respect of the
premises situated at 1/670 Cambridge Road, Te
Awamutu 3800 known as Oval Sports Bar.
The general nature of the business to be
conducted under the licence is tavern.
The days on which, and the hours during which
alcohol is (or is intended to be) sold under the
licence are: Monday to Sunday 9am-midnight.
The application may be inspected during ordinary
office hours at the office of the Waipa District
Council, District Licensing Committee at either 101
Bank Street Te Awamutu or 23 Wilson Street
Cambridge.
Any person who is entitled to object and who
wishes to object to the issue of the licence may, not
later than 15 working days after the date of the
publication of this notice, file a notice in writing of
the objection with the Secretary of the District
Licensing Committee at: Waipa District Council,
Private Bag 2402, Te Awamutu 3840.
No objection to the issue of a renewal licence may
be made in relation to a matter other than a matter
specified in section 131 of the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act 2012.
This is the second publication of this notice.This
notice was first published on 2 December 2021.

10 A M , S AT U R D AY 12 T H M A R C H 2022

Honouring your
loved ones wishess

O PA R U R E M A R A E , O PA R U R E

Proudly helping families
with dignity and sincerity.
We’re there for you 24/7.

AN ELECTRONIC COPY OF THE MANIAPOTO MĀORI TRUST BOARD
(MMTB) AND MANIAPOTO FISHERIES TRUST (MFT) ANNUAL REPORTS
WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE ON THE MMTB WEBSITE
(W W W. M A N I A P O T O.I W I.N Z ) FROM 12TH FEBRUARY 2022

07 870 2137
www.rosetown.co.nz

The Ngahinapouri School Board invites applications
from parents who wish to enrol their children
at Ngahinapouri School for Term 1 of 2022.
Ngahinapouri is a rural full primary school 15 minutes
from Hamilton and Te Awamutu. We are a values
based school and follow the “Four R’s” Respect,
Resilience, Responsibility and Resourcefulness.

www.ngahinapouri.school.nz
Phone: (07) 825 2701
Email: Ofﬁce@ngahinapouri.school.nz

Funeral Directors

262 Ohaupo Road,
Te Awamutu

Ngahinapouri
Enrolment
Scheme Term 1,
2022

A BIG thank you to
Te Awamutu
Community
Funds raised for
2020/2021 have
been tributed to:

Helen Carter

AGENDA TO BE CONFIRMED

TE AWAMUTU
FUNERAL SERVICES

WAIPA
WEATHER
For week ending 9 December 2021

NAU MAI HAERE MAI TĀTOU KATOA!

Alexandra House Chapel
All enquiries to:

570 Alexandra Street, Te Awamutu

Phone 871 5131
Funeral Directors & Monumental Masons

Garth & Lynette Williams
For compassionate and caring service
www.teawamutufuneralservices.co.nz

Caring Funeral Professionals

Admin Support Hub
P. O B o x 3 6 , Te Kū i t i
Phone: 07 878 6234 or freephone 0800 668 285
Email: admin@maniapoto.co.nz

Pirongia
Pokuru
Pukeatua
Te Awamutu

Min C°

Max C°

Rain/mls

16.4

26.6

22.6

12

27

18

14.6

27.9

11

16

25.6

22.5

For soil moisture and temperature visit:

Lmcc.co.nz /weather
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Employment Vacancies

SCHOOL CARETAKER/GARDENER
We have a vacancy for a school
Caretaker/Gardener, 35 hours/week.
Please email
ofﬁce@teawamutuint.school.nz
for an application pack.
Applications close December 17th.

MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR

Te Awamutu Courier

Employment
Vacancies

Relief
Milker Te Kawa
Experienced sole
charge Relief Milker
(drive in) required
for 130 cows
12 mins south of
Te Awamutu.
Please call
0272711733
for more info.

To Let

Firewood

Plants & Gardens

A1 SELF
STORAGE

FIREWOOD for sale, 5m3
truck load - $200, 10m3
$340
truck
load.
Delivered
to
Te
Awamutu. Phone 07 873
9190 or 021 617 349.

PIRONGIA

Many sizes, good rates,
security and seven
day access.
Phone 871 3332
or 027 493 3187

Garage Sales

027 440 7101
or 871 2171
safestorage.co.nz

Saturday, 11 December at
8am, household goods,
clothes, xmas decorations, pictures & more.
TO VISIT
VISITED

❏

❏

OPARURE QUARRY

Grazing
Reporting to Site Manager and working with
Quarry Management to lead a small, closeknit team of highly skilled tradespeople
who achieve excellence in their work,
and responsible for the safe and efﬁcient
maintenance of heavy equipment. Working
primarily Monday to Friday and occasional
weekend work only. Permanent full-time
with opportunity to earn overtime. Ideally
located. Ongoing support and career
development.

Please send your cover letter and
resume
to
apac.recruitment@
graymont.com or apply online at www.
graymont.com.
Applications close 17 December 2021

DENTAL ASSISTANT
We are seeking a reliable, bright energetic
dental assistant to join our team four days per
week from January 2022 to cover maternity
leave. Ideally the suitable person will have
experience and be ﬂexible with hours.
If this sounds like you, please email your
CV with a covering letter to admin@
paulkaydental.co.nz by Monday 13 December

Reporting to Maintenance Supervisor, work
within a closeknit team of highly skilled
tradespeople who achieve excellence in
their work, and responsible for the safe
and efﬁcient execution of preventative
maintenance on Fixed and Mobile Lime
producing equipment. Full-time Monday to
Friday role with opportunity to earn overtime.
Best suited to an experienced tradesperson
and good problem solver who delivers
quality work. Ongoing support and career
development. Interviewing immediately.

Please send your cover letter and
resume
to
apac.recruitment@
graymont.com or apply online at www.
graymont.com.
Applications close 17 December 2021

132 Sainsbury Road
Pirongia OR phone
Susan Ranstead
0274 176 379

Get rid of those ugly stumps
easily! Affordable Stump
Grinding, will remove them,
our tracked machine only
places 4lb per inch weight
on the ground so no ugly
wheel marks on the lawn.
Phone 0211
0211852755
1852755 for a free quote

FOR R1 and R2 dairy
heifer calves, long-term.
Experienced
grazier,
good contouring farm,
eczema free. May to May,
summer safe. Ph 027 877
8544 or 07 877 8543.

Wanted to Buy
or Exchange

CARAVANS
Boats, horse floats,
quads, trailers,
outboards, old cars,
trailers,
motorbikes,
motorhomes.
Any condition,
anywhere.
Phone Steve
027 622 0011

FOR TRESL&ETVUISION

Vehicles Wanted

REPAI

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

NING

 elevision Aerial Installations & Extensions
 atellite Dish Installation Since
 tereo Repairs
1990

$ CASH FOR CARS $

WESTEND ELECTRONICS 871 5193

Trucks, Vans, Utes, 4x4’s,
Motorhomes and Caravans

Wanted in any condition

MAINTENANCE
FITTER
OPARURE QUARRY

TOPIARY
Open Fridays10am-4pm

SAFE ‘N’ SOUND TE AWAMUTU
STORAGE
200 COLGAN STREET
• Units available now!
• Electric Security Fence
• Camera surveillance

31

Trade Services

DEAD OR ALIVE

Drivers Wanted
We have vacancies available for Livestock
Transport Operators to join our team. We
provide a fun work environment operating a
modern ﬂeet of trucks Nationwide. We have a
social club for staﬀ to partake in fun activities
throughout the year. Livestock experience is
beneﬁcial however training will be provided
to suitable applicants. Positions are for Classes
2, 4 and 5 licenced drivers. We have branches
in Northland, Te Awamutu, Otorohanga and
Te Kuiti.
If you are interested in joining
our team please call 0800 873 793
or email admin@OTLgroup.co.nz
for an application form.

Do you love your community?
Are you physically ﬁt, hardworking with
h
a keen sense of direction?
We are recruiting for individuals to join
our team, across a variety of roles;
Labourer, Trafﬁc Controller, STMS, Pavement Spray
Operator, Chip Runner, Workshop Technician and cyclic crew members.
To join the team you must be motivated with at least a full driver’s licence; Class 2 a bonus,
you’ll have a great work ethic and ideally previous experience in civil construction. If you’re
applying for the pavement spray operator, STMS or workshop technician, then you’ll need
a relevant qualiﬁcation or proven experience. We provide ongoing career development
and training, excellent workmates and support each other, always.
You must be able to pass pre employment medical and drug testing.
We are looking to an immediate start, send your cv to nicki.rafﬁlls@inframax.co.nz,
pop into the ofﬁce and ﬁll in an application form or apply
online www.inframax.co.nz

WE WILL BEAT ANY MARKET PRICE

• Chipping • Felling • Maintenance • Hedges
• Stump grinding

CLASSIFIED Deadline is
11.30am, day prior to
publication.

OFFAL

PHONE 0800 505 099 24/7
Employment Vacancies

FULL TIME
PRACTICE
NURSE
An exciting opportunity exists for an enthusiastic applicant to join
our nursing team in an expanding, dynamic rural GP Practice.
For the right candidate, this role has the potential to lead to a
more senior leadership role in the future.
The successful applicant will need:•
A current NZ practicing certiﬁcate and indemnity insurance
•
Permanent residency or citizenship
•
Demonstrable clinical skills
•
Demonstrable leadership skills
•
Excellent communication skills and the ability to relate to
people at all levels
•
Commitment to outstanding customer service
•
Ability to prioritise tasks, manage time & work under pressure
•
Computer proﬁciency & sound keyboard skills.
•
Ability to maintain patient privacy and conﬁdentiality at all
times
•
Current immunisation, diabetes and smear takers certiﬁcates
(preferred but not essential)
•
A positive attitude and a great team player
The successful applicant will also demonstrate excellent
assessment and documentation skills. Having the ability to
prioritise and multi task is absolutely essential. There is an
expectation that the person is a team player with a positive, caring
attitude towards patients and colleagues. There will be thorough
orientation working alongside an experienced member of staff.
Please email
practice.manager@otorohangamc.co.nz

HO

LES

• Soak • Surface wells
• Lined Soak holes
• Concrete products
available
• Foundation Drilling
• 4WD Trucks

OWNER/OPERATOR:
FREEPHONE
STEVE COLSON
0508 HOLES DUG
0508 465 373

DRAINAGE
No job too big
or too small WE DO IT ALL!
Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

PLUMBING
AFFORDABLE
RATES
Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

Health

IN-STEP

Podiatry Services
OPEN LIZ CLARKE
SAT ffor professional

qualiﬁed care
(Child Specialist)

414 Cambridge Rd
Te Awamutu

870 40
4080
080

AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTOR

AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTOR

ALUMINUM FLYSCREENS

WAIPA ALUMINIUM
C O N T R A C T I N G LT D

GTRAC

Round + Square Silage/Hay
Loader Wagons | Ground
Work - Drilling | Metal & Bulk
Cartage | Excavations

HEDGECUTTING
amutu
Te Aw nding
u
o
r
r
u
&S
ts
Distric
Contact Robert King

SECURITY DOORS AND FLYSCREENS
  
 

        
  
      


07 872 2865 | lyn.cominscontracting@gmail.com
Bryan: 0274 768 215 Ian: 0272 595 033

027 476 0395

Qualiﬁed ARBORIST





Simon Whale 022 469 2423
waipaali@gmail.com www.waipaaluminium.co.nz

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTO ELECTRICAL

OPERATING SINCE 1992

The Professional Arborists

Chipping, Felling, Maintenance, Pruning, Removals, Stump
Grinding, Hedge Cutting, Section Clearing and much more.

027 840 7094

Urban, Rural & Commercial

Dennis Clements - 871 5221 - 027 485 1501

DCAESL@GMAIL.COM

@TotaltreecareWaikato
www.totaltreecare.co.nz - totalnz@gmail.com

DCAUTOELECTRICALSERVICES

BUSINESS BROKER

BUILDER

DIAGNOSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
BATTERIES
24/7 BREAKDOWNS
LIGHTING
HEAVY MACHINERY

CURTAIN CLEANING

M 021 278 8644
E ross@cmbusiness.co.nz
W cmbusiness.co.nz
82 Benson Road, Te Awamutu - Ph 07 872 0171

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL

available space
PH 871 5151

Residential
Commercial
Construction
Maintenance
HV Installation
Test & Tag Services
Marae Work

tania.king@nzme.co.nz

021 142 2295
36 Grey St, Kihikihi
134 Peacokes Rd, Hamilton

FENCING

kiakahaelectrical.co.nz

GLASS SPECIALIST

GARDEN MAINTENANCE

WAIPA GLASS

For local service you can trust
arden R
a
E TY

.

o

e

on
oomin

Talk o the e perts ~ Reason
nable Rates

oone
ne Tess
Tess
027
0
27 238
238 251
251
h

Jake Koia

• Garde
en Maintenanc
• Hedge
e Trimming
PH

07 871 4621 24/7 CALL OUTS

E info@waipaglass.co.nz

PH 021

500 839

Authorised Distributor:

SHOWROOM:

274 Ricket Road, Te Awamutu

Check
us on

Broken Windows Frameless Showers Splashbacks
Custom Mirrors Table Tops New Glazing Pet Doors

HANDYMAN

HIRE SPECIALIST

available space
PH 871 5151

BEST EQUIPMENT - BEST SERVICE

tania.king@nzme.co.nz

Mon-Fri: 7.00am-5.30pm, Sat: 8.00am-5.00pm
Sun: Closed
0800 248 229

P: 07 871 3288 E: waipahire@xtra.co.nz
www.teawamutuhire.co.nz

CAMBRIDGE ROAD, TE AWAMUTU

HYDRAULIC HOSE & FITTING

MENZSHED
Te Awamutu
Community Menzshed

LOCAL HOSE TECHN IC
CIAN
24hrs / 7 days
For all your hose and ﬁtting repaiirs
Stephen Towers

027 244 1048
sales@82c.co.nz

PAINTER

available space

Contact 027 661 1070
132 Raeburn Street, Te Awamutu

PH 871 5151
tania.king@nzme.co.nz

Facebook:

Te Awamutu Menz Shed
Email:
teawamutumenzshed@gmail.com

PEST CONTROL

New Homes
Renovations

MAGNETIC
Insect Screens and Doors

Call Craig on
07 870 6267

ROOF COATING

WREN
ROOF
COATINGS

Maintenance

BRENT PALMER CERTIFIED PLUMBER
P 027 358 4519

E rosetownplumbingandgas@gmail.com

SUMMER COOLING

Air-conditioning
 



 

    
   
    
   

  

!  !

!

Call our team today for specialised advice: 0800 772 887

TREE SERVICES

TREE SERVICES

• Canopy Pruning • Farm trees • Tree removal
• Specimen trees • Large/ hazardous tree work
• Hedge trimming • Chipping • 5 T digger

VALET SERVICES

34
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Win Tattoo You
The Rolling Stones Album — Tattoo You

H

For the latest in
rural news.

appy 40th birthday
– The Rolling Stones
Tattoo You.
Yes folks – it’s been
a short 40 years since the
release of the album that was
a massive success for The
Rolling Stones when it
dropped back in 1981
Even better, we’re offering
you the chance to pick up one
of two copies of Tattoo You
on CD – either to relive past
memories or to experience the
magic for the very first time.
What a great way to introduce
yet another generation to one
of the greatest bands of all
time.
This is a celebration of one
of the Stones most iconic
albums — which includes
monster hits Start Me Up and
Waiting On A Friend alongside
all-time fan favourites like
Black Limousine and Heaven
among its 11stellar tracks.
It has inspired and
influenced people at so many
levels as has most of the music
the Stones have released.
During the Stones visit to Mt
Smart Stadium in 2014 a wellknown Kiwi musician from a
popular rock band leaned
forward and tapped this writer
on the shoulder and stated
with much deference,
reverence and respect whilst
pointing to the stage, “it’s the
Rolling Stones!” Just so
enamoured of being in their
presence and witnessing their
chemistry and charisma first
hand.
New Zealand continues to
embrace the music of the
Rolling Stones and the popular
Come Together trilogy of
shows has announced The
Rolling Stones’ Sticky Fingers
as their second offering in their
current threesome.
Sticky Fingers is
celebrating it’s 50th
anniversary. In true kiwi
fashion, some of the greatest
names in our entertainment
industry — Jon Toogood
(Shihad), Sam Scott, Luke Buda
(Phoenix Foundation),
Lou'ana, Diane Swann, Brett
Adams, Matthias Jordan
(Pluto), Karen Hu, Mike Hall
(Pluto), Finn Scholes
(Carnivorous Plant Society),
Nick Atkinson (Supergroove) —
unite as one to pay homage to
one of the sacred texts of

rock'n'roll, led by music
producer, multiinstrumentalist and music
director maestro Jol
Mulholland.
A supplementary set of
greatest hits and deep cuts will
round out their evening – will
any of the Tattoo You tracks
mentioned above be included
in this part of the show when
they grace the stage at
Auckland’s iconic Civic
Theatre on January 21 next
year – there’s only one way to
find out – be there! Tickets are
available from ticketmaster.
As The Stones embraced
the 80’s, their raw, raunchy
survivors’ swagger would seal
their legend and make them
the biggest stadium rock band
in the world.
Good news too, that the
Rolling Stones are still out
there touring having just
completed a rescheduled leg
of their No Filter Tour in the
United States.
Sadly original drummer of
over 50 years, Charlie Watts,
passed away in August this
year — but in true Rolling
Stones fashion his significance,
contribution and memory
were honoured with a video
tribute at the beginning of their
shows (youtube.com/watch?
v=9FX_GBHTz4s).
Local men Nick Douch and
Ryan Taylor were more
affected than most by Watt’s

passing. In 2006 Nick and
Ryan, both drummers,
received a national award in
recognition of their charitable
work with cancer patients –
that award was a signed photo
from Charlie Watts which
included a citation that read:
To Nick and Ryan. It’s great to
be able to acknowledge the
often-unsung work of people in
charitable organisations and
particularly young folk, who, at
a time when they could easily
be out doing other things have
chosen to commit some of their
time making life better for
others less fortunate. Best
wishes for the future - Charlie
Watts”
Both had played a part in
the obtaining of tickets to the
Rolling Stones concerts in
Auckland and Wellington in
2006 and in a repeat of that
result an allocation of tickets
was received to the Rolling
Stones show at Mt Smart
Stadium in 2014
Says Nick: “If you were
lucky enough to go to a Rolling
Stones show, you may have
been dancing along with Mick
(Jagger), but Mick was dancing
along to Charlie the whole
time. Charlie had a feel and
groove like no other. The
understated brilliance of The
Rolling Stones sound.”
2021 – a great year to be
celebrating all that is good
about The Rolling Stones!

Win

● You can enter by email or mail (address to Tattoo You Competition and include your name,

address and daytime phone number — win@teawamutucourier.co.nz or PO Box 1, Te Awamutu).
Deadline is 5pm Tuesday. Competition by Fill The House Tickets Project — proudly supporting
families living with cancer.

www.teawamutu.nz/courier
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TE AWAMUTU RSA
CLUB OPEN DAILY FROM 11AM
Bomber Command Restaurant

Eternals
The Eternals, a race of
immortal beings with
superhuman powers
who have secretly
lived on Earth for
thousands of years,
reunite to battle the
evil Deviants.
Marvel Studios'
Eternals features an
exciting new team of
Superheroes in the
Marvel Cinematic
Universe.
Following the
events of Avengers:
Endgame, an
unexpected tragedy
forces them out of the
shadows to reunite
against mankind's
most ancient enemy.

11am to 8pm daily
RESIDENT CHEF AVI RIKHI

OPEN FOR DRINKS, GAMING AND MEALS.
Orange trafﬁc light restrictions apply.
381 Alexandra Street - 871 3707
COURTESY VAN ext push 4 - free call
Review: Brilliantly
Different Film for the
MCU. A vastly different
entry into the MCU but
one that took me for a
ride. It's impressive feat
to take on a 10-lead
character-based film,

it's another thing to
make you care about
every single one of
them.
Chloe Zhao has already
shown us her talent
with smaller films, and
it's even more telling on

a massive MCU scale
that she's here to stay.
It's hard to say what the
best 2021 MCU film is
at this point, but
Eternals has certainly
made its stamp on me.
I had a blast.

Poulson to perform
at final club day

T

e Awamutu Country
Music
Club
are
pleased to finally be
back for their last
club day of 2021.
They welcome Claude
Poulson as the special guest
artist for December.
Claude has been singing for
just under a decade.
He has also been a farmer,
truck driver and a councillor,
as well as working with the
Aboriginal people in Australia’s outback.
His time in the outback included singing on a radio
station from a little tin shed.
After returning home to
New Zealand, Claude joined
the Wellsford and Hibiscus
Country Music clubs.
Head along and join the
club on Sunday, December 19
from 1pm-4.30pm at Te Awamutu’s Methodist Church Hall
on Bank St.
The club will be following
the current Ministry of Health
guidelines to help keep you
safe and you will need to sign
in and have produce your vaccination passport on arrival.
Bring your chord charts to
sing or just sit back and enjoy
a great day of country music.

Claude Poulson.

Photo / Supplied

www.teawamutu.nz

Available every day from 4pm • MEMBER OF CLUBSNZ & RNZRSA
Entry restricted to members, invited guests and members of afﬁliated clubs
WEBSITE: teawamutursa.co.nz

DEC 9 - 15
www.ﬂicks.co.nz/cinema/regent-theatre-te-awamutu/ www.teawamutu.co.nz/regent/sessions.html

DON’T MISS ONE OF THE GREATEST JOYS OF LIFE…
COME OUT TO THE MOVIES…
STILL THE BEST VALUE IN ENTERTAINMENT
ALL OUR CINEMAS HAVE STERILE AIR UVC DISINFECTION
KILLING AIRBORNE VIRUS AND BACTERIA
All ages are enjoying this thoroughly
engaging 007, a stunning joyride. This
is a perfect dose of escapism; intense,
emotional and brimming with action.

The sequel surpasses the original. The story
is pretty engaging while the visual effects
are phenomenal. There’s comedy in the
bonding and it offers much tension too.

NO TIME TO DIE M

VENOM 2 M

THU 5:30, FRI 7:00, SAT 5:00, SUN 4:30
TUE & WED 5:30

THU 6:10, FRI 7:40
SAT 6:00, SUN 5:30

Great fun for young and old. Kids will
laugh out loud and absolutely fall in love
with Ron who is the best friend
you could ever imagine.

“I really liked this movie (I am not an opera
fan but it’s not an ‘opera’ film) because of
the simplistic manner in which everything
is portrayed in su all, quaint, remote
village, with the “right” casting. It is most
enjoyable.” Allan

RON’S GONE WRONG PG
SAT 12:45 & 3:40,
SUN 12:15 & 3:10
“Looks and sounds amazing and once the
(admittedly slow-building) story gets you
hooked, you’ll be on the edge of your
seat for the sequel.

DUNE M
THU 5:50, FRI 7:20
SAT 1:00 & 4:20, SUN 12:30 & 3:50
TUE & WED 5:50
It’s a beautiful story that will capture the
hearts of young and old; a magical, heartwarming, big budget live action family
adventure with an impressive ensemble cast
that is perfect for the pre-Christmas season.
“Wonderful attraction. Maggie Smith is fun.”
Allan

A BOY CALLED CHRISTMAS PG
SAT 1:25, SUN 12:55
WED 6:10
Judith Kerr’s bestselling novel brought
touchingly to life. The true story of one
family’s daring escape from the Third
Reich. Definitely recommended.

FALLING FOR FIGARO M
FRI 7:30
SAT 5:25, SUN 4:55
FINAL WED (SHOPPERS’) 10:10
It’s a different kind of Marvel movie, but still
contains all the action, humour and heart
that fans are looking for.

ETERNALS M
THU 5:40, FRI 7:10,
SAT 1:15 & 4:35 SUN 12:45 & 4:05
TUE & WED 5:40
Disney swaps pure fantasy for magical
realism. This movie is really bright, colourful,
funny and wonderful. It tells the tale of an
extraordinary family, who live in a magical
house, in a vibrant town, in a wondrous,
charmed place called an Encanto

ENCANTO PG
SAT 12:30 & 2:45, SUN 12:00 & 2:15, TUE 6:10

CHRISTMAS WITH ANDRE G
TUE 6:00, FINAL WED 9:30am & 6:00

WHEN HITLER STOLE PINK RABBIT M

Check out what’s on, people, links, games, list your business,
community groups, upcoming events.
Home of the online Te Awamutu Courier

THU 6:00
SAT 3:05, SUN 2:35
FINAL WED (SHOPPERS’) 10:00

VACCINE PASS REQUIRED FOR ENTRY (12 YEARS PLUS)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

101 Downes Street

3

1

3

Te Awamutu

394 Arapuni Road

3

2

Ticks Every Box
Central location...tick! Full section…tick! Walk to
schools...tick! Garages…tick! Pool…tick! This extended
three-bedroom family home has it all. It offers easy
walking distance to three schools and several childcare educational facilities. The huge conservatory
gives additional living for the kids, and the well
fenced section contains energetic pets or inquisitive
children. When they get tired of their own back yard,
the skatepark and Victoria Park playground are just a
few minutes walk from the property. Then you can
focus on those garage projects or relax by the pool
with a glass of wine.

For Sale
$880,000
___________________________________

View
bathrooms for convenience, a study nook & a
By Appointment Only
wonderfully sunny living area, you will immediately
___________________________________ fall in love! The lifestyle block of 4,155m2 (approx)

View
Sunday 1:00 - 1:30pm
___________________________________

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

Agent
Mark Derbyshire 021 181 7747
Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371

Agent
Mark Derbyshire 021 181 7747
Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

features excellent garaging & on site parking, a
choice of decks for entertaining, depending on the
weather & room for all the children’s pets. A warm
log fire takes the chill off the winter nights & an air
conditioning unit located in the living areas is perfect
for those hot, humid days. The property has its own
water supply for dry summers.

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1G5JGG8

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

NEW LISTING

Little Cutie
This beautifully presented 1920’s little cutie offers 3
bedrooms, open plan kitchen/dining & a separate lounge.
With covered decks on both sides of the house overlooking
the fully fenced lovingly manicured gardens.
This home sits perfectly on popular College Street.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

3

1

1

FOR SALE

13 Selwyn Crescent Ohaupo

Sale By Deadline Closes 1:00pm Wed 22nd
December 2021 (unless sold prior)
View Sunday 1:30 - 2:00pm
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz
Nadine Wells 027 444 0774
Ema Wilson 027 788 7730

So Much To Love
This beautifully presented 1970's home offers so much to love
with open plan living, two toilets, a bathroom with a bath,
three heat pumps plus a wood fire, three good sized
bedrooms two of which open out onto the spacious sunny
deck.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

3

1

3

For Sale $815,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1G5MGG8

Nadine Wells 027 444 0774
Ema Wilson 027 788 7730

BY NEGOTIATION

102 Fraser Street Te Awamutu
Location and Character with Charm
This solid 1930’s bungalow was built to last and will attract
the attention of first home buyers, investors or DIY
enthusiasts. Loaded with character features and
conveniently located close to town, the property is perfect
for those wanting to refurbish and add instant value.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

4,155m2

Easy Country Living
For Sale
By Negotiation
This warm Lockwood family home delivers cosy living
___________________________________
in absolute spades. With 3 bedrooms for the family, 2

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz1G9CGG8

18 College Street Te Awamutu

2

Kihikihi

3

1

2

FOR SALE

2/515 Alexandra Street Te Awamutu

View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1G7MGG8

Location Sensation
Seeking a low-maintenance lockup in a great location, your
first family home or a sturdy investment?
Well, try this three bedroom brick beauty just a few steps
away from the heart of Te Awamutu’s main street and all it
offers.

Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

For Sale By Negotiation

3

1

1

For Sale $789,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1G2YGG8

Pamela Thackray 021 184 1255
pamela.thackray@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.

